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JCHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
For the record- Maxwell Anderson is a contemporary and
well recognized American playwright. His first drama
?
for ex-
ample, What Price Glory(1924), Freedley and Reeves call a land-
mark in the beginning of our modern American Theatre.^ He has
won a Pulitzer Prize with Both Your Houses ( 1955) t while Winter-
set ( 1935) anfl High Tor (1956) have gained successive yearly Dra-
ma Critics' palms, Anderson's 1940 contribution was a religi-
ous play, Journey to Jerusalem , and another play, the New York
p
Times reports, is due this season, 1941. He has been a con-
sistent, play-a-year writer, VJitxx of. great successard cfcKero of
marked mediocrity. Maxwell Anderson is not properly a 'popu-
lar' waiter, but -his work is distinguished because of manifest
talent and the relatively strange form he uses, that of poetic
drama. Joseph Wood Krutch sums him up as being our "foremost
dramatist since the demise of O'Neill." 3
But this thesis is concerned chiefly with a phase of, ra-
ther than the whole Anderson* that of his poetic drama. For as
a playv.right he reveals two distinct stages, the first a bit-
ter prose realism -the second a technique of poetic theatre
1 Freedley and Reeves: History of the Theatre
Crown Publishers, New York, 1941
2 New York Times, May 25, 1941
5 Joseph Wood Krutch: American Drama Since 1918
Random House, New York, 1959

6which he presents as a bid for great drama, as o^oosed to the
good hut contemporary play of his first stage.
We are not then so concerned with Maxwell Anderson's con-
temporary effectiveness in the American Theatre as we are with
consideration of him in terms of the universal playwright.
That is, this thesis is hut mediately involved in discussing
his orose attacks on labor and justice, and immediately resolv
to sound him in his presentation of the eternal human will and
heart, which are, after all, the chief stuff of ?reat drama.
For in spite of his early prose successes, '//hat Price Glo
rv and Saturday's Children among them, Anderson tells us that
he came early to realize their merit as merely relative and
contemporary. 4 In the midst of his orose, sociological tri-
umphs, he says, the spiritual side of man -the source for Sooh
ocles, Racine, Shakspere- for the first time overwhelmingly
attracted him. Aristotle much earlier had said that drama wa
not so concerned with man's times as it was with man in those
times .5 Anderson states explicitly that Aristotle became his
norm, the bridge above the gap from prose satire to universal
man in drama; that is, man now became spiritual first for Ande
son, and no longer sociological. Logically then, Anderson
q^nroved Aristotle's parallel theory
4 Maxwell Anderson: Essence of Tragedy and Other Notes
Anderson House, Washington, B.C., 1934
5 Ar'stotle: Poetics
id
s
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that drama must be more than vernacular in form, that it must
be noble to complement the nobility of the theme of man, spiri-
tual. As a result of this Anderson's prose form became poetry
just as his sociological became spiritual.
Maxwell Anderson's first play in this second, poetic dra-
ma stage was Elizabeth the Queen, written in 1930. Since than
all his dramas have been in this new form, with the single ex-
ception of Both Your Houses, which ironicall y enough won a
Pulitzer Award, a feat which no one of his poetic dramas has
managed.
Since Anderson chose to reject the prose form and relative
affairs as his theme, substituting instead Aristotle and spiri-
tual man, some discussion of //// these two phases of drama
seems now in order.
xt is true that there is opposition of the most overwhelm-
impetus
in^ against many of these Aristotelian principles, and in many
,
cases it has been licitly provoked. The social theatre is one
of Aristotle's greatest foes, and as first created "by Ibsen re -I
alized accurately enough that s6ciety is a vital force in the
destiny cf man,, ^ truth which Aristotle's times were too early
to recognize. Ibsen's prose was revolutionary, but there was
v Qpoetry in his ideas, and in his tremendous expression. In ev-
ery sense then, the classification of Ibsen a.s an absolute so-
6 Charles Huntington Whitman: Representative Modern Dramas
Macmillan, New York, 1936

8cial dramatist is unfair, for he was no mere propagandist nor
dramatic-medico; he was a playwright of man distraught by soci-
7
ety and falling in the occasion, not the cause of it. In
nearly all respects of the fundamentals of man and drama, Ibsen
agreed with Aristotle. For undue emphasis of the social in
drama is to point undeniably to loss of free-will in man, the
abandon of hopes and idealisms, and the rejection of God as at/,
best a purposeless entity.
But this procreation of Ibsen's social force was changed
by Shaw in England and emphasized to supplanting man' s destiny
with its own by Karel Kapek and Maxim Gorki in Russia, Gerard
Hauptmann in Germany, This new theory of society, not as a
means but as an end of man, found its setting almost immediately
in America after the World War of 1918 in the midst of the new
importance of the economic order and the current attitude of
post-war disillusionment. A new foree entered our American
Theatre, that of the social thought of man's destiny not in
self but in his environment,
Dryden had much earlier suggested that we turn av/ay from
Aristotle as, an ultimate norm, Volkelt and Kebbel in Germany
were among the first sociological thinkers, Galsv/orthy followed
suit in England, and America, after the First World War, became
7 C.S. Vaughn: Types of Tragedy jMacmillan Ltd, , London, 1924
"...it must be admitted that Ibsen is much less con-
cerned to reproduce the mBre outward facts of life
than ...views of character and (conduct; to convince us
for instance of the inalienable sovereignty of the wil!l
f
n
*
alive with social critics. Yet in spite of this and the soci-
ological theatre predominating in America, Anderson turned away
from them to Arist&tle and the individual man. As a result
his poetic dramas are lauded by some critics as the solitary re
turn to the old order of thought and dramaj by others he is con-
sidered hopelessly idealistic and writing completely out of tune
withour times. There is competent thinking in both schools,
and the largest task of this thesis is to weigh the merits of
those controversies to establish some sort of a norm of judgment.
Maxwell Anderson, it is to be said in his favor, has real-
ized the importance of the social order in the present world,
and all his plays involve that issue. The question is whether,
since Anderson has not treated the social sociologically (i.e.,
the social order as the ultimate of man) , he or they, the socio-
logical dramatis tsj have arrived nearer to objective truth. The
philosophy of man is concerned, since drama is of man; prose
versus poetry arises, since drama is an art and the expres- ///
sion of it an essential question. All these must be discussed
at length. Anderson's notes, PJssence of Tragedy , are impor-
tant as explicit statements of his views. Their relation of
truth to Aristotle whom they follow is as important as the dis-
cussion of Aristotle's truths or errors themselves.
Since Anderson has said expressly that he believes poe-
tic drama is the highest form of theatre, it is in this respect
alone that this thesis judges him. He does not deny complete-
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ly his previous orose plays of the sociological order, nor do
we, but he does "believe them inferior as great and lastin?: dr^ma.8
This theis, then, is interested in establishing the absolute
merit o/f Maxwell Anderson, and not primarily his relation to
the contemporary theatre, Only through the study of his po-
etic dramas can that be discovered, since he himseliff admits h^
did not write his arose olays with any idea of universal truth1 and
art •
The claywright ! s first noetic drama successes were in the
historical play, Elizabeth the Queen and Iv ary of Scotland per-|
haps the best of these productions. But exactly what relation
does the historical play have to our times? Cefctainly it is
not the vehicle of Sophocles' age, nor of Ivarlowe's Tambur-
laine , nor of Shaks^ere's histories. Many critics have saflid
drama based on historical life has no merit in these extremely
practical and realistic times. Eut Anderson believes that a
reflection of our own age can be seen in every age, and that
today's hero is essentially the same as the heroes of another
neriod. Aristotle believed that the only true protagonists
were men and women oft h Igfa station, but Ibsen proved the common
man was fit subject for serious drama since we ad in the
meanwhile come to know democr-cy of right -that is, the essen-»
tial spiritual equality of all men. Christian as this is,
Tbsen was the first to reveal it in drama.
8 Maxwell Anderson: Essence of Tragedy
\r
1>
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Along with other exaggerations of his (Ibsen's) doctrines have
come the exalting of the sinner and pervert, which Ibsen cer-
tainly did not intend and which Aristotle has implicitly denied.
But to Anderson- Elizabeth and Mary of Scotland and all his
other historical figures are noble first, since Aristotle's def-
inition of true drama demands this, and women secondly rather
than queens and kings, in compliance with the modern belief of
man's equality. But there is still the question of truth of
the historical play in spite of its relation to our times and
its demands, in spite of our recognition of the persons as con-
temporary figures in a romantic world. Justification of that
dramatic truth of the historical play must be shown, nay proved,
if Anderson' s theory and plays are not to lose half their bulk
immediately.
He has written three fantasies, not so much examples of
great writing as of facile writing, since they make inroads on
revealing the more human, familiar character of the playwright.
In a sense these show a good part of the true nature of Ander-
son; for no playwright can be great if he cannot surpass the
little. His sociological plays, his histories, and his fan-
tasies -all these comprise the great or not-great playwright
that is Maxwell Anderson. His poetry, or rather the caliber
of it, is essential, though not the first essential of poetic
drama. This thesis must discuss and evaluate that. It must
give an eye to his theatre presentation, to the way he 'looks'
*
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on the stage, for though Robert Browning, for example, was the -
oretically a great poet-dramatist, practically he was scarcely
one at all. Dramatist, poet, artist -these are the three-
fold attributes of today's great playwright, particularly in th^
case of Anderson who has subjected himself deliberately to this
9triple form of scrutiny.
Finally is the necessity of regarding his last play to date
as an indication of further sublimation or deterioration of the
dramatist. Journey to Jerusalem has had its run as this thesis
is written. With that entire scope as a norm, some absolute
knowledge, at least to date, should be discovered of Anderson.
But how does he fit into the American scheme of drama? Or
for that matter, what is the American scheme of drama? It
should certainly be known that the modern period of American
drama is generally ascribed to have begun with Eugene O'Neill
at Provincetown in 1915, hence Anderson is a vital part of its
earlier movements. This playwright, O'Neill, is historically
the strongest force we have had in our Theatre; 10 O'Neill* who
maintained the individual was above society, but whose partic-
ular radical experimentalism, new realism, frustration, and
self- confusion defeated nearly all of his better^ qualities.
Simultaneous with O'Neill came the sociological influences from
9 Maxwell Anderson: Essence of Tragedy
10 Ludwig Lewisohn: The Story of American
1 Literature
Random House, Modern Library, New York
f
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Russia and Germany, grounded first in John Howard ^awson and
Elmer Rice, the latter of whose The Adding Machine was one of
the best plays of that early period. Irwin Shaw advanced thw
proletarian ideal into the thirties and forties, and Clifford
Odets, like Shaw imbued with Marxism, reduced it even farther
from the essence of drama vaguely suggested by O'Neill.
With newer changes alleviating class dissension in some of
its elements, plus familiarity now with dramatic writing -came
sophistication as an alternate limb. Clare Boothe, Robert E.
Sherwood, and occasionally Philip Barry were its major propo-
nents, following closely the minutest change of times and suc-
ceeding where the actually superior O'Neill was ineffectual
and now moribund.
The remaining co-believers with O'Neill in the spiritual
destiny of man were incapable of making their points amomg this
wave of sociological-thesis plays. O'Neill was too much of an
individualist to erect a 'school' with him, and his ilk func-
tioned separately and without much genuine ability. Owen Davis
Icebound , for example, had too much of O'Neill's frustration
and too little of his power of telling tragedy. After George
Kelly forgot the early success of The Show-Off he turned to
poetic justice in Craig' s Wife and later plays, failing as Jo-
seph Wood Krutch says, because he was "dour, frost bitten...
bleak at moments when a grave beauty ought to emerge.
nllTragedy
11 Joseph Wood Krutch: American Drama Since 1918

11
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is something that comes of capable, uncompromising minds, i.e.,
playwrights who see a truth as a supreme tragedy of man and des-
cribe it as a rich, human thing. Neither Davis nor Kelly made
Craig's Wife.
bids beyond Icebound and / -i-'nere can be no futility in expressior
such as Kelly had, nor on the other hand can there be the final
sympathy which restrained They Knew What They Wanted from great
drama, merely because Sidney Howard confused romantic justice
with dramatic retribution.
Because of this failure of 'serious' dramas and the hodge-
podge of the sociological play, comedies and musicals reached a
new prominence. The satiric farces of George Kaufman had a
particular vogue, but only because they posess what Anita Block
calls ' theatre consciousness' , that is -common appeal versus
•
critical pleasure.- Miss Block says, ''Theatre consciousness is
not enough... it not only stultifies the theatre goer, but is
one of the most pernicious influences under which art of the
in o
theatre suffers.
,
Ludwig Lewisohn speaks of Kaufman and his
kind as "placing task and problem on a plane below the level
of critical tests and judgments." 15 Yet Kaufman has won a
recent Pulitzer Prize, he has had three hits on Broadway simul-
taneously, and is an example of the state to which today's Am-
erican Theatre has been reduced. <
Paralleling him'meanwhile were the sociological dramatists,
12 Anita Block: , The Changing World in Plays and Theatre %
Little, Brown; Boston, 1939
13 Ludwie Lewisohn: The Story of American Literature
L
J
'
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Elmer Rice, Odets, and Erskine Caldwell's Tobacco Road, combin-
ing masterfully matter and form but making the grave error of
presenting as true the objectively false fact £hat mQn is ////
inferior to his age and surroundings.
Where then is the success' of the American Theatre? O'Neill
did not have it ultimately, nor did any of his followers, so-
called. Comedy is not necessarily unpardonable theatre, but
sophistication and contemporary humour are; nor is the social
attitude of man f,orb4dden as drama, but as Ludwig Lewisohn in-
sists, "It will not be cheaply partisan; it will include the
tragedy of the counter-revolutionary; it will, like all great
art, have at Its core an ultimate serenity and justice. "14 por
'drama, in spite of adverse theories, is of the stuff of univer-
sal man. Social plays may awaken, arouse, and incite great
movements in history, but at best they are contemporary and hard
ly comprehensible to the dramatic instinc** fifty or a hundred
years from now. It is tragedy of the will and passions which
^ endures, for all men, regardless of time and circumstance, may
15know and understand those as belonging to their first nature.
To any philosopher or dramatist interpreting the truth of life
no society, nor circumstance of irony is beyond man's philoso-
phic triumph over it.
Anderson, it is generally conceded, has never been the /
strongest light of our Theatre, but he has always been a giant
figure. Prom What Price Glory in 1924 through Gods of the
• Lewisohn: The S tory of American Literature
'tie: Poetics -=—================__
<
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Lightning he has contributed comparatively good plays to the
sociological theatre. In 1930 his first poetic drama appeared,,
El izabe th the Queen , to be followed each successive year there-;
after with a play in verse form. Anderson has had great and
mediocre success. Night Over Taos was inferior as a play and
as a poetic drama; Wlnterse^ is a light in our Theatre, prov-
ing, though inconclusively, that the verse play could adequate-
ly contain a contemporary theme and excel prose at the job. As
a playwright Anderson has generally been above the sociologi-
cal' s aspect of things and below the aesthetic critics' view of
things. There is much .to hope that he perhaps occupies that
shining mean between the idealists and the realists, certainly
long absent in our confused art and literature. That phase
too, of Anderson must be probed.
Actually our drama is without a leader. Susan Glaspell,
rising with O'Neill in thought and period out of Provincetown,
proved inexpressive when called to the colors. Kaufman cer-
tainly is none, nor are the sociological playwrights who regard
the stage as a device, and not as an art. William Saroyan
with his poetry of ideas and strength of writing lacks coheren-
cy and consistency for immediate greatness, at least; Thornton,
Wilder 1 s Our Town is convincing drama, thanks primarily to its
innovations, but innovations unfortunately are not the first
stuff of drama and tragedy.
Though it may seem here as a 'put-up' job, Maxwell Ander-
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son is nearer to being O'Neill's successor fchan anyone. It
should be said that in spite of the de-emphasis here of O'Neill
he is an excellent and original technician, an overwhelming
force. Anyone termed his 'successor' is perforce a leader in
the American Theatre. Anderson, outside of skill and first
fundamentals, has little of O'Neill. But with O'Neill he
does recognize the Aristotelian principles of spiritual man
and the use of verse, though O'Neill's poetry lies in his in-
tensely romantic prose form.
But while the consideration of Anderson as an American
dramatist is inevitable, the chief concern is applying to him
the term 'universal playwright', for of such alone are the
truly great dramatists. Both as an absolute dramatist and as
a relative one -it is those, first and second, with which this
thesis is concerned.
r
CHAPTER II
THE ASPECT OF DRAMA
It is true enough, as Dryden has asserted, that we are not
to take Aristotle as the absolute and conclusive norm of drama.
As F.L. Lucas states, "The truth is we do nnt go back to Aris-
totle so much for the right answers as for the right questions.
For Aristotle, though understanding the nature of man, could
hardly foresee the shift and change of his problematical world.
That is, the protagonist will not differ in himself essentially
but he will be so located in his conflict to make Aristotle ! s
hero quite impractical and inadequate to this modern way of lifijs
Evidently we must reach some form of final norm to .judge a
dramatic work. Ultimately there is some objective truth of
dramas, is not for always at least for now. But this thesis,
disagreeing with modern radicalism, The New Republic", for ex-
amnle, contends the e is one, everlasting essence of drama as
there is an immutability of the nature of man, its subject. Mod
em Thought asserts that as man has changed, so has drama. Heb-
bel, who says, "...not only shall the relations of man to moral
concents be debated, but the validity of those very concepts^1
is one of this group. Volkelt notes that "it has been too fre
quently assumed that it is the function of tragedy to subserve
a single rigid vision of life and of the world." 2 From
"1
T~~ F.L. Lucas: Tragedy
Harcourt, Brace, New York, 1928
2 Ludwig Lewisohn: A Modern Book of Criticism ; extracts from
Volkelt and Hebbel; Random House, Modern Library
f
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this credo we can believe readily with the sociological view
that drama indeed has changed, if man has changed. But accord-
ing to Aristotle, essences are unchangeable: th*nfeman will al-
ways be so regardless of any social or economic upheaval. The
truth is that there does exist the universal man, Aristotle re-
cognized this as has every great dramatist through Ibsen: that
conflict, whether it is sociological or another, is realized not
in the society but individually in its members. That is, it is
not the social aspect of things which is an importance of the
essence, but man and his morals in those social aspects.
But why is Aristotle considered so absolutely the basis
for the interpretation of man's nature? John Howard Lawson,
one of the sociological group, draws explicitly on this phrase
of Dryden's to refute that theory: "Every age has a kind of
universal genius." From this Lawson inferr's that only the im-
mediate classics become references, and hence Aristotle need not
be imitated for great thinking or writing. Lawson quotes Dry-
den further: "We draw not therefore after their times, but
those of nature; and having their life before us, besides the
experience of all they knew, it is no wonder if we hit some airs
and features which they have missed. . . for if natural causes
be more known now than in the time of Aristotle, because more
studied, it follows that poetry and other arts may with the
same pains arrive still nearer to perfection."^ True, this
3 John Howard Law3on: Theory and Technique of Playwrighting
G.P. Putnam's Sons, New York, 1936
—"*
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phrase of Dryden's is accurate enough, since room for legiti-
mate change in Aristotle has been proved, hut the change is ac-
cidental and not as Lawson inferos -essential. G.3. Shaw says
that "drama belongs in a modern setting, that we need in every
age a new statement of the problem of man and his universe." 4
But again* this thesis insists, these are accidental and not es-
sential variations affecting man's relation in society as Law-
son and the sociological critics believe. For this is precise-
ly what the sociological idea has become; that because the
things affecting man change, so man changes in his essence with
them. Or briefly, the entire case of drama discussed and to be
discussed is this: As Ar i stotle's power of criticism lies in
hi3 agreement with Christian absolute philosophy, so John How-
ard Lawson and the sociological critics rely on changing New
Thought . Prom this necessarily comes the assumption of the
truth of man and God in Christianism; hence the truth of firdt
principles in Aristotle. Perhaps this is an inadequate final
explanation, but further proof belongs in the realm of abstract
philosophy, rather than drama. The mere name of Aristotle is
mot the source here of final reference; rather his writings and
their essential agreement with Christian thought: that it is an
absolute I who has a destiny, not the State, not the Race.
1
In order to minimize and concentrate the fundamental ab-
4 Elizabeth Drew: Discovering Drama
W.W. Norton Company, New York, 1937
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staactions on drama proper, it would seem best first to compare
Anderson directly with Aristotle to see wherein both are object-
ively valid in their theories, and second to learn whether or
not Anderson has sufficiently 'stream-lined' Aristotle for good,
contemporary-absolute drama. Let us consider first Anderson's
abstract views in themselves, as he expresses them concretely
in his Essence of Tragedy .
It was to lack of formal preparation in the drama that An-
derson ascribes his first failures. Trial and error proved
gainful, but ultimately unsatisfactory. eventually Aristotle's;
Poetics became his study and norm. Out ofl thatand the success
he realized in applying those priiciples came this estimate
from Anderson as a playwright no longer in flux:
A play should lead up to and away from a
central crisis, and this crisis should consist
in a discovery by the leading character which
has an indelible effect on his thought and emo-
tion, and completely alters his course of action.
Recognition then to Anderson is a key; for modern drama the dis
covery might be in the finding of the environmental element the
protagonist has been unaware of, or has been slighting. This
is the central theme, the emotional discovery of the protago-
nist, declares Anderson. In a three- act play it will occur
near the end of the second act, or may even be delayed until
the final scene of the play. This turn-about in the protago-
nist, bad to better, comes as a result of change against the
f
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tragic flaw. Both flaw and change are essential parts of the
drama. The character may result in dying of his fault, or in
a serious play some lesser evil comes upon him. But by the
change he will be a more noble personality.
And here in Anderson's text comes an apparent violation of
absolute truth and universal man. This phrase is the only de-
nial in the whole of Anderson, for all his plays point to one
morality and an unchanging essence. As standards of good and
evil change, he says, the higher moral impulse that causes this
emotional discovery will change. "It may be that there is no
absolute up or down in this world, but the race believes that
there is, and will not hear of any denia.1." Such a sentiment
allies Anderson to the sociological critics, whom he has re-
buked and who deny him as a changeless-morality dramatist. An-
derson mentions that he believes no God exists; yet he insures
his protagonists with an absolute a t-least-for- the- time-being
morality. He speaks the riddle of an 'absolute up and down',
but what is that except an unrealized stability of things?
What he says is tantamount to unchangeability of essences and
moralities. In all his plays there is not the slightest sus-
picion that Anderson believes his heroes act under a code even
vaguely different from Shakspere^ or Aristotle* s philosophy of
unchanging truth. Mio Romagna, the hero of Winterset is no
differently moral, as it will be discovered, than Hamlet; nor
a.re Nathaniel and Oparre of The Wingless Victory unrecognizable
VI
r
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from their archetypes, Jason and Medea. If Anderson believes
this, he has never once shown it. For his plays have more mo-
rality about them than merely denying the sociological drama-
tists, even deserving the plaudits of the most severe Puritan or
Roman Catholic critic, both the most unfailing believers in the
absoluteness of truth. The case here may be likened to Hazlitt
rebuking his Edinborough critics for criticizing his political
credo through his completely di sconnected-with-politics writ-
ings; no more now can Anderson be rebuked for believing in
changing morality when his plays are firm evidences against that,
And they are that, of one strict moral code, coinciding with
Aristotle and unchanging Christian philosophy. Even in the
light of what Anderson has said, all his plays are examples and
evidence of a mind content and insistent on absolute Aorality
and essence.
In his next paragraph Anderson asks and answers the ques-
tion of why there should be drama at all, denying if not refut-
ing his previous remarks on changing good and morality. Why
should an imaginary protagonist going through an imaginary
trial evoke appeal? "Greek tragedy was dedicated to man's as-
pirations, to his kinship with the gods, to his unending, blind
attempt to lift himself above his lusts and pure animalism into
a world where there are other values than^leasure and survival,
1
he says. "However unaware of it we may be, our Theatre has
followed the Greek pattern with no change in essenc e from Aris-
5 The italics are mine, substantiating my previous paragraph.
(C
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tophanes and Euripides to our own day." And what is the es-
sence of drama but the essence of man in imitation? Anderson
relates that it is the same spiritual attraction that we have
today, of something personal and individually related to the
protagonist on the stage before us. This is easily recogniza-
ble as Ariatotle's 'mimesis', or representation of action. The
playwright is obliged to follow what Anderson calls "the ancient
Aristotelian rule," wherein the hero discovers his weakness and
befiomes regenerated. Through suffering we become purged, hav-
ing some mysterious, "divine, incalculable fire that urges us
to be greater than we are."
It is a rebellion and desire against earth to achieve a
spirituality beyond clay. Every worthwhile dramatist since
Aeschylus' age has had this spirit of a higher man. "...these
are all instances to me," says Anderson, "of the groping of man
toward an excellence dimly apprehended, seldom possible of def-
inition. They are evidence to me that the thBatre at its best
is a religious affirmation; an age. old rite restating and reas-
suring man's belief in his own destiny and his ultimate hope."
What is this but a rehabitating of man's nature in a changing
world?
2
But now that we have seen Aristotle's views, let us com-
6 All quotes, unless otherwise noted, are Anderson's own
words: Essence of Tragedy
i
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pare them with Aristotle's idea of drama as expressed in the
Poetics
.
First, both are equally agreed that drama must be a
'serious' work. By that Anderson as well as Aristotle consid-
ers it must involve the moral aspect of the individual, that be-
ing the highest phase of man. When Galsworthy says that "mat-
ter changes, and morals change."^ he admits no universality of
things, nor for that matter liceity of discussion beyond the very
hour of a dramatist writing. There is no arguing absolutely on
relative matters. But Anderson believes with Aristotle in the
absolute nature of man, nor is it, we assert, a false premise.
In fact, since morals alone are unchangeable, they are perforce
the most • serious' phase of man philosophy or drama may consider.
Though all drama, true enough, is not subject to this question,
the greatest drama will be one which restricts itself to the
eternal problem of moral man.
Second, all critics agree that drama is to be acted, for
though Robert Browning wrote some effective closet pieces, it
becomes obvious that action is a part of the act. Browning is
inadequate when one considers that his plays are not perfect
human dramas no matter how flawlessly written pieces they maybe.
On this note of drama 'to be acted' there is little opposing
discussion. Even in spite of the fact that action has moved
out of the plot and into the protagonist, evidenced in Shaw's
discussion plays and Maeterlinck's static drama, activity is
7 Ludwig Lewisohn: A Modern Book Of Critisism v
•
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still an essential of drama, even though it be psychological or
intellectual now, rather than physical.
Third is the point of question over Aristotle's term, 'mim-
esis'
,
or representation. Is drama to imitate life rather than
to feign new life? Aristotle believed the only value of drama
was in relation to life. 3y that he did not mean the mechanics
of life, or the phenomena of society, home, and habits -but ra-
ther the presentation to the audience of a vicarious moral prob-
lem and solution. Anderson in theory admits this,^ but he
practises it vaguely. The heroes of Winterset and Valley Forge
,
two Anderson plays, are too ideally created for the spectator
to feel that "I am Mio Romagna, seeking to avenge my fatter, " orj
that "I am George Washington, Continental leader here at Valley
Forge." True, they are universal representations of life and
we can understand them as models of spiritual conflict, but are
they honestly real? Every critic reviewing Anderson feels this
vagueness in his matter as an overflow from his poetic form.
Aristotle and Anderson obviously are right, asking for vicarious
appreciation, rather than recognition of the protagonist for his
own sake, but Anderson is erroneous in the way he misapplies
that truth in his protagonists.
Fourth occurs perhaps the most serious break between Aris-
totle and Anderson. One of Anderson's chief keys for trageay
is the emotional discovery of his protagonist. It is the glo-
8 Maxwell Anderson: Essence of Tragedy
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rious realization, he says, of one's tragic flaw. From that
moment on the hero befiomes nobler, whether he dies or suffers
some lesser punishment. This is a new phase of things. For
Aristotle makes no note of such a separate action, the nearest
perhaps being a combination of 'peripa teia' ( or au&ierffig audi-
ence discovery of things beginning to descend on the protagonist
for his tragic flaw), and T anagnorisis' (whichis merely a passive
realization of the hero perceiving his own fate)? Anderson has
not employed the Emotional Discovery theory in all his plays,
i but in Winter set and Key Largo , where it was used, it has proved
a maudlin and awkward tool. In Winterset there is a fall, but
it is overshadowed but the exaltation of discovery of the flaw.
This is the Emotional Discovery Anderson speaks of. It is a
glory to fall, Anderson inferrs, since only by collapse do we
rise. Now he certainly cannot intend that, for as later dis-
cussion asserts, tragedy is for purgation, to repel rather than
to attract. The hero of Key Largo , dying in regaining honor,
is not only shrived as Aristotle demands, but according to An-
derson -emotionally uplifted. This violates nearly every rule
of tragedy, which demands the emotions pity and fear, rather
than a pious idealization of things.
The fallacy of the protagonist's Emotional Discovery is
seen noticeably in comparing Winterset withjthe more Aristoteli-
an Elizabeth the ^ueen . There is pity and fear aroused for
9 Aristotle: Poetics ^
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Elizabeth, connoting a personal, vicarious interest, while V; in-
ter set T s Mio Romagna deserves a rather detached, 'so-sorry'
attitude as a wild-eyed young radical brought to earth and aud-
ience recognition only at the last possible moment. This is
due to Anderson's erroneous belief that the Emotional Discovery
"may occur as late as the end of the final act." 10 When actu-
ally, according to Aristotle, it should occur early and passively
rather than emotionally. But this will be seen more concretely
later.
As the fifth point, what of 'catharsis', or purgation, so
stressed in Aristotle? More than anything in his Poetics it
has been maligned, and the criticism is so varied we can hardly
hope to settle fully the issue here. Lessing calls it "a sel-
fish purification j" 11 Lucas riflicules the idea by saying that
no one ever guesses-he-will-go-out-and-ge t-himself-purged
;
while Rousseau attributes the whole attraction of tragedy to be
sadistic and evil. 15 But let us only consider now Anderson's
substitute for purgation and its effectiveness. He formally
mentions the term 'purgation', 14 but actually he does not mea-
sure up to it as such. For purgation lies in suspense and
dawning realization, prompting finally pity and fear. Yet is
there ever any suspense in Anderson's protagonists? There is
10 Maxwell Anderson: Essence of Tragedy
11 F.L. Lucas: Tragedy
12 Ibid
13 Ibid
14 Maxwell Anderson: Essence of Tragedy
A
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in his plays not employing the Emotional Discovery, because
these are practically pure Aristotelian tragedies. But in Win-
terset and Key Largo the protagonists are members of a poetic
pattern, moving to their end, it seems, not by a flaw of their
will, but through poetic inevitability.
We can believe in Elizabeth the ^ueen and Mary of Scotland
that evil comes to the evil, but good as a reward to the just-
turned-good gives Winterset and Key Largo an affected and exag-
gerated idealism. The heroes of these two plays, exalted by
their fall whereas Mary and Elizabeth are crushed, are not un-
like the occasion of the comic hero falling into an elevator
going up. But these points will be more clearly shown during
the individual discussion of the plays in later chapters.
Patently Anderson tries for Aristotelian purgation, for he
accomplished it in some of his piays,and fails in others. What
then is his status as a tragedian, considering the term for-
mally as such, in the light of his comparison with Aristotle?
More idealistically than accurately John G^ssner says:
He has revealed an ambition to move from immed-
iate fact to altitudes of universal truth; almost
alone in the American theatre since O'Neill he has
attempted to rise beyond the psdestrian realistic
drama... scale the forbidding realm of poetic com-
position by... a pliant and free blank verse... N
stratosphere of fantasy. He has above all striven
to make^ tragedy prevail in the modern theatre des-
pite the untragic psychological and photographic
viewpoints of the age. 15
15 John Gassner: Masters of the Drama ; RandomEouse, N.Y. ,194(f
i
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But actually Anderson may better be said in summing up . to real-
ize the importance of the individual and the spiritual order, to
stress the character struggle in a character struggle world, and
to give poetry its true place as a dramatic medium. He is, how^
poet-
ever, not a good representer of life, because he wrongly infuses
ry into his matter; his Emotional Discovery theory is erroneous,
and he is an unsuccessful purger. All these then give him
equally low grades withhis high, the final reckoning of the
whole dramatist still, of course, to come.
3
The prose versus poetry question, though at present sub-
dued since prose rules now overwhelmingly in the theatre, is a
vital question in great drama. In thought at least Anderson
and Aristotle are agreed that poetry is of the essence of tra-
gic drama. Anderson, though he had some years before in his
histories fallen in with poetic drama, first defended it expli-
citly in A Prelude to Po e try in the Theatre , written as a pre-
face to the play program and published text of Winter set , ex-
plaining his view of the nature of contemporary drama in its
relation to drama as a whole.
For a playwright to succeed he must appeal to the audience
of his particular time, urges Anderson," that is -the drama
must have something the audience will want as well as what the
playwright might wish to say. There are some, Anderson says,
who feel a writer should look only into his heart; others who
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feel writing to appeal is the only end. If a writer is to be an
artist in any sense, he must consult an inner Truth and give the
audience only so much as it allows him, shortening his personal
prejudice if he is to succeed.
This last element may seem to have been somewhat slighted
in offering Winter set
.
but drama too long has been overrun with
"gargoyles, wits, clowns, and money changers," says Anderson,
"For I have a strong and chrOnic hope that the theatre of
this country v/ill outgrow the phase of journalistic social com-
ment and reach occasionally in the upper art of poetic tragedy."
He believes, he says, that dramatic poetry is man's "greatest
achievement on his earth so far, ...that the theatre is essen-
tially a cathedral of the spirit." Great plays have been writ-
ten in varying dramatic form, but all these plays have containe<jL
some sort of a poetic quality of expression. According to An-
derson, "...prose is the language of information, and poetry
the language of emotion."
Why then is there not a more universal feeling toward po-
etry in drama? Anderson answers that it seems this is an age
of prose beyond all convincing that poetry was once the medium
of the theatre; prose which will remain only so long as this
"scientific era in which we live... only so long as men make
a religion of fact and believe that information, conveyed in
statistical language, can make them free."
The Theatre, Anderson believes, is the first interpreter
OP iWOf) J J CfTC'VC C /r.p f;-v-f; 7 Qi
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of man's spiritual hopes, as the one real living American art.
As a poet like Aeschylus was necessary to Greece, Marlowe to
England, Racine to Prance, so America needs poetry in the thea-
tre. Not that Anderson pretends to suchgreatness ; he acts
only as a harbinger for poets and poetry.
Winter set
,
however, he does not disguise as his bid. He
speaks of it as an "experiment" in our theatre, because it is
verse, because it is of a contemporary tragic theme. Such a
thing no other dramatist has done, i.e., attempt to make poetic
drama out of the tragedy of his own time. For Sophocles, Shaks-^
pere, Gorneille took the advantage always of a great person in
a great age of the past. But drama now has a new meaning. TragJ
edy lies all about us;' each person is a great protagonist in
these free, social times. Drama in this age has become that
irrefutably, because more than ever now since the world of man
began, contemporary times have the greatest bearing on the spir-J
itual as well as the material aspect of man.
Whether Winter set has succeeded or not, as appointing vers^
for our theatre, in establishing the contemporary as the stuTf
of tragedy, only "endurance, though it may be a fallible test,
.,16
is the... test of excellence.
But what actually is the value of poetry to drama beyond
Anderson's opinion? It was Ibsen who began the prose emphasis
16 Maxwsll Anderson: E ssence of Tragedy
—
A
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and the debacle has been reached since. Never until today has
poetry in drama been so despised. Blank verse lasted through
Shakspere, and existed in another poetic form in Maeterlinck and
Synge. For what is heightened prose but poetry? Prose dramas
have crises and emotional moments, shown explicitly in Lincoln's
final speech at the Springfield depot,' r implied in O'Casey's
Juno and the Paycock whenthe shiftless Boyle(the paycock) de-
claims to his friend Joxer that "the whole worl's in a terrible
state of chassis 1" Maeterlinck discarded blank verse for his
symbolist plays, infusing a new kind of poetry. Compare the
prose of this single line from J.M. Synge' s Riders to the Sea
with the standard idea of verse and note how it is poetry of a
singular kind:
The pig with the black feet has been eating
the new rope.
Or Deirdre's final speech on the edge of Naisi' s grave before
she stabs herself:
I have a little key to unlock the prison of
Naisi you'd shut upon his youth forever...
It was sorrows were foretold, but great joys
were my shares always; yet it is a cold place
I must go to be with you, Naisi; and it's
cold your arms will be this night that were
warm about my neck so often. ^3
17 Robert E. Sherwood's play: Abe Lincoln in Illinois
18 John M. Synge' s play: Deirdre of the Sorrows
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But this is not the dramatic poetry Anderson meant when he
said he considers "dramatic poetry as... man's greatest achieve-
ment on this earth." He intends poetry in form as well as in
thought, for the poetry of his verse dramas has a definite stan-
za pattern. It is clear enough that "drama dies if it retreats
too far from its audience," 19 but something of Aeschylus' 'hel-
meted phrases' must he retained to match the great seriousness
of tragic matter. Blank verse Anderson does not recognize as
the greatest dramatic poetry now, evidently making some conces-
sion to prose's demand for modernness. "Even could we listen
to a modern tragedy in blank verse," says F.L. Lucas, "our poets
have forgotten how to write it for the stage, our actors how to
speak it... It has too much of a past, too many memories that
cast a glamour of unreality and remoteness over its content...
If blank verse is good, it seems mockingly Elizabethan; and if
it is bad, it is frightful." 20
Anderson has written away from formal blank verse, which is
no mistake since the blank verse form is not essential to drama
and certainly bears the stigma of antiquation. The choice then
lies between Anderson's more modern form of dramatic blsnV v?rae
and the poetry of Synge's prose form. The poetry of idea
found in Ibsen and in Abe Lincoln in Illinois is too common-
place for great poetic drama, for it deliberately limits itself
to its dispirited prose surroundings. Synge's prose more ex-
iy H'.L. Lucas: Tragedy A
20 Ibid A
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actly re -resents the only other alternative lor poetry than the
poetic form Itself. Actually there is no argument between th]e
two, for Synge certainly has achieved the renown of Anderson.
But the fact exists that r>oetry belongs irreconcilably
with tragedy. It must be a form greater than arose, less
than bombastic blank verse. Whether Anderson has achieved it{
or not is another issue: he has chosen otherwise than Synge,
to a^ree with Aristotle that it should be poetry formally, anc
varying with the change in tempo; in such a theory both Ander-
son and Aristotle are true, not however so decisively that we
may say Synge is wrong.
Maxwell Anderson at all rates is a poet-dramatist with
all the first fundementals of true drama. He has been some-
what awkward In applying Aristotle's theories to our age, but
at the same time showing more clearly than anything the univer-
sality of Aristotle's teaching. For whereas Elizabeth the
Queen , based directly on the Poetics 'principles , was technical
ly an excellent olay, Winterset , which employed Anderson 's
variations, was dramatically and structurally inferior. Ke id
rone perhaps to be wordy and over idealistic insofar as poetry
is concerned, but as with all other points we are still on hy-
pothetical ground; the true test still to come. Anderson un-1
mistakably has the secret of great drama, better ^erhaps than
anyone in the American Theatre. But whether he possesses wiih
it the spirit and talent of a great playwright is again another issue
t
11>
CHAPTER III
THE HISTORY OP ANDERSON'S POETIC DRAMA
There is little point in rehearsing at length ©a- all that
Anderson has done. Rather it is a familiarity with him beyond
the knowledge of the general theatre-goer that is demanded here,
since much of his work contains little importance to this thesis.
As a matter of fact he has written over twenty plays in the
eighteen year period since 1923, and only one of them, Winter set,
is generally remembered. This is not wholly to his final det-
riment, since almost half of his plays lie outside the sphere
of poetic drama and others In that category have been mere tes-r-
<Ting ground. The truth is Anderson has attempted a bid for
dramatic immortality, for which no one fejjbjtfifc/kfififtfijkjkf can be
judged harshly,on generalities.
His first published pla$ was the prose What Price Glory
(1924) written with Laurence Stallings. It is perhaps his
greatest definite success. For WPG was a revolutionary play,
beginning an era of realism which is still the strongest senti-
ment in our theatre. As the earliest typical 'war-play', it
was complete with profanity, drunkenness, and the harlot. There
is a vigorous strength of characterization in the indomitable
1 Joseph Wood Krutch in American Drama Since 1918 relates this
amusing incident concerning What Price Glory: "...that
a gentle grandmother, who was observed searching the
floor after the performance, replied to a query from the
young man who had brought her by remarking with absent-
m'nded mildness, "I've lost my god-damn spectacles."
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Quirt and Flagg, humour and pathos, but for all of that What
Price Glory is the severest prose in thought and exposition.
Anderson since then has so "belied this early play that linking
his name with it usually occasions the remark, "Did he write
that?" It seems rather amazing now that he did.
After What Price Glory
,
Stallings and Anderson collabora-
ted again on First Flight (1925) and The Buccaneer ( 1925 ) . both
efforts in romantic prose drama rather than realism, and both
colossal failures. First Flight was an episode from the life
of Andrew Jackson,- The Buccaneer an incident concerning the
privateer captain Henry Morgan. The only favorable thing that
can be said of them was their foreshadowing perhaps Anderson's
success much later in the historical play.
By himself now Anderson wrote Outside Looking In , a dram-
atic version of Jim Tully's expose 1
,
"Beggars of Life". It was
much less successful a prose satire than Saturday's Children
,
written two years later in 1927. This latter play wan a plea-
sing satire on middle class life, and is generally regarded as
Anderson's second best play of this early prose period.
In 1928 Anderson collaborated again, now with Harold Hick-
erson, to produce Gods of the Lightning , the bitterest of sa-
tires on court injustice, prompted by the then recent SaccO-
Vanzetti affair. Its viciousness defeated its every value as
a play, for it attempted nothing but the rankest propaganda.
Apparently in answer to his critics, Anderson deliberately
rr
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wrote Gypsy in 1929, a story of harlotry and suicide, again in
the cruelest vein. Today it is perhaps the very least of all
his dramas.
The failure of this last play made Anderson do a complete
turn-about-face. For Elizabeth the Queen appeared in 1950,
his first poetic drama. It is quite amazing that this should
have occurred at the time, or for that matter at all. Trie
enough, he had with his last two plays been on the decline, but
every reason pointed awqy from a recourse to poetic drama. For
he could and had done prose satires excellently Vi/hat Price Glo
ry and Saturday's Children were evidences of that. First Flight
and The Buccaneer had been inglorious romantic dramas, and the
year previous to What Price Glory Anderson had written as his
first dramatic effort, Sea Wife , in poetry -a play which no
one would produce. Yet he made the transition from the prose-
sociological successfully, for Elizabeth the Queen is one of
his best poetic dramas. Charles Whitman, recognizing this
phase of Anderson, remarks that "one is not disposed to accuse
Anderson of having a dual personality, but there are certain
contradictory instincts withing him which make his dramatic
career hard to appraise. Anderson himself explains this
transition somewhat when he says in his Essence of Tragedy:
I believe with Goethe that dramatic poetry
2 Charles Huntington Whitman: Representative Modern Dramas
Macmillan Company, New York, 1959
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is man's greatest achievement on his earth
so far... It is the fashion, I know, to say
that poetry is a matter of content and emo-
tion, not of form, but this is said in an
age of prose by prose writers ... To me it
is inescapable that prose is the language
of information and poetry the language of
emo tion.
With Anderson that has proved no party nor social affiliation,
but a credo. For he has not only preached, but religiously
practised that doctrine.
Up to the time of Elizabeth the C^ueen
, Anderson' s work had
on the whole been neither rude nor hasty. But it did lack the
fine dramatic technique and reserve which distinguished this
first poetic drama and Mary of Scotland which followed it two
years later. Indeed three years are a far cry from the unsuc-
cessful Gods of the Lightning and Gypsy to Clifton Hamilton's
remark fjnat he believes Mary of Scotland a play that is "one of
the few abiding contributions which have been made by this coun-
try to the world at large." 5 Between the time of Elizabeth the
^ueen and Mary of Scotland , Anderson wrote in 1932 Night Over
Taos, an historical drama of the final days of Pablo Montoya,
the Mexican monarch. Its structure and poetry were vastly in-
ferior to the two great plays which bound it. After Valley
For_ge(1934) , the glory of Washington in that last winter, Ander-
son wrote only one other historical piece, The Masque of Kings ,
and that not until 1937. Whereas Valley Forge was a serious
3 Clayton Hamilton: So You're Writing a Flay
Little, Brown and Company, Boston, 1935 A-
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play rather than a tragedy (Washington did not perish, but con-
quered), The Masque of Kings was a tragedy retelling the sad
story of Rudolph of the Hap3burgs, Marie Vetsera, and their in-
cident at Mayerling. Both of these plays were good poetic dra
mas, but certainly not great.
In the year following Valley Forge
, Anderson produced Win*-
terset
,
today his most widely recognized play, A poetic drama
located on the background of c ntemporary social conflict, it
was more or less a dramatic variation of the story told in Gods
of the Lightning. Winter set was Anderson's answer to the
charge that poetic drama for the theatre was incompatible with
our social times. It is for that reason Anderson's most dis-
cussed play, and more vital than any one other, this thesis be-
lieves, in the final evaluation of the playwright.
Realizing now his greatest effort lay in fusing the poetic
drama with the social problem, Anderson' s The Wingless Victory
appeared in 1938, but concerned society in the 1800' s and hence
is hardly of contemporary conflict. Chiefly because of its
romantic* 2ing of the sociological, it was a poorly received play.
Indeed Anderson has never since i.'interset struck so nearly the
chord of reconciliation between our two most divided groups,
the idealists and the realists. Key Largo , the last to date o:
his strict social plays, involved a political rather than a so-
cial issue, but it was generally an ineffective play. High Tor
(1936) was part fantasy, part social, and is generally admitted
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to be his last good playi 4 Anderson's only other 'serious'
play, so-called, was Journey to Jerusalem , which was produced
last year (1940). Since it does not fall into a category with
any of Anderson's other dramas and is to date his last play, it
will be discussed singly later. The play had perhaps the short-
est of any Anderson run, perhaps because as Preedley and Reeves
explain, "Though he failed to convince either the critics or
his audience that he had written a play for the theatre, many of
his speeches are the finest he has composed. M ^
On four occasions Anderson left the road of tragedy or ser-
ious drama, once for his old prose satire form in Both Your
Houses ( 1955) , and three other times for fantasies. Both Your
Houses, a political satire and Anderson's sole Pulitzer Play,
served him very much as Eugene O'Neill's Ah Wilderness served
that playwright; that is, both were a complete departure from
the customary play-mode of the dramatists. , But as O'Neill did
not regard Ah Wilderness as one of his better plays, no more did
Anderson feel particularly affectionate toward Both Your Houses ,
since he realized still the work of a great playwright does not
lie in satire or comedy of an era, but in the universality of
things. Anderson chose tragedy for expression of his univer-
sals, just as Moliere and Aristophanes were able to write com-
edy far surpassing that of their age.
4 Frank H. O'Hara: Today in American Drama ^
Univ. Chicago Press, Chicago, 1959
5. Preedley and Reeves: History of the Theatre
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Anderson has produced three fantasies, High Tor in 1956,
and The Star Wagon and Knickerbocker Holiday , both in 1937.
High Tor
,
earlier mentioned as a better play, concerned a modern
hero and heroine consorting with the little bowling men of Rip
Van Winkle vintage on famous High Tor, a mountain in the Caat-
skills. It won Anderson the Critics' Prize for the second suc-
cessive year, since Winter set had been named the 1935 best. The
Star Wagon
,
involving the Aid trick of a time machine, was a
disappointing play. Knickerbocker Holiday , an amusing musical
with Kurt Weill managing the tunes, depicted the American scene
during the time of Pieter Stuyvesant's political regime in Go-
tham; but it is too often spoken of as having 'good music, fair
libretto' to be to any advantage for Anderson.
While Maxwell Anderson now is practically a writer of the
poetic drama exclusively, there occurs during this verse tenure
some variation of theme. He began with the historical play
( Elizabeth the Queen ) , he turned later to the social play (Win-
terset ) , and again to fantasy High Tor ) . There is more here of
uncertainty than inconsistency, for Anderson's theories are con-
sistent and explicit, as he expresses them in Essence of Trag-
edy . Whatever he has done, it must be remembered that he has
never lost the true perspective of the individual in society;
what he has not done is to discover a practical exposition of
that truth for the stage. With Anderson, 'historical' and
'social' signify accidental background, and not our modern con-
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cept of the sociological theatre, or the rehashed episode of
some particular historical figure wherein the individual is re-
duced to a puppet-state. Society or history is merely the eye-
piece through which the protagonist, or our vicarious selves, is
seen in action. It is essentially important that Anderson
should have maintained at least that. What he has finally of
technique and practical dramatic value is as Jet unknown, since
this thesis is still far from having assembled the various pointy
of his plays.
This chart may simplify somewhat the summary of Anderson'
s
writings
:
PROSE SATIRE POETIC DRAMA
Historical Social Fantasy Religious
What Price Glory(1924)
First Flight(1925)
The Buccaneer( 1925)
Outside Looking In(1927)
Gods of the Lightning
(192R)
Gypsy(1929) Elizabeth the Queen( 1930)
Mary of Scotland( 1932)
Night Over ^03(1931)
Both lour Houses (1933)
Valley Forge(1934)
Winterset( 1935)
High Tor(1936)
Star Wagon(1937)
Knickerbocker Holiday
(1937)
Masque of Kings (1937)
\. ingless Victory
(1938)
Key Largo (1939)
Journey to
Jerusalem
(1940)
»
CHAPTER IV
THE SOCIAL PLAYS
Anderson's poetic dramas are not properly 'sociological'
plays, as this thesis demonstrated in its introduction. As a
playwright, however, Anderson is socially conscious, which is
in keeping with the valid theory that a dramatist must recogniz
his times in the application of universal truths. Actually,
without exception, his poetic dramas involve, each at least in
a minor way. the Social Issue. Even his histories do not lose
recognition of this reality, though they of all his pla,\ s are
the most frequently condemned by the sociological group.
Anderson is in no sense, however, 'sociological', if we
preclude his first plays, the prose satires. l^cause since
1930 he has "been a convert to the idea of man as an individual,
the Sociologicalists have been extremely bitter to him. Elea-
nor Flexner in her book, " American Playwrights, 1918-1938",
sums up Anderson as "unable to grapple with the basic causes of
the problems he dealt with, to extract the full human or social
implications from his subject matter." Miss Flexner later
says
:
For a writer to ignore the sharpening contra-
dictions in oar society, to overlook the gather-
ing resistance to the forces of anarchy at work,
is to turn his back on some of the richest dram-
atic material available to him today. Yet turn
away from it is what our foremost dramatists have
done, from reasons ranging from a heritage of art
-
tistic detachment to a philosophy of personal
ft
r ••(
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ety to life in any particular ago, it can never subdue the na-
ture of man as his own first moral and spiritual interest. The
j
social cannot be neglected certainly, particularly today, but
it cannot become the sociological for any reason, since that
would violate the natural right of the individual over society,
But Anderson has recognized these facts: that man is individua]
,
the today the social involves his nature of individuality be-
fore any other thing exeept himself.
The charge of the sociological is nearly similar to that
offered by Punc tionalism, a comparatively recent movement in
literature led by V.F. Galverton^ Bernard Smith, and ex^ercised
through the organ of the "New Republic". According to Func-
tionalism, no artist has the right to avoid his own social
times; that is, that all truth exists relative to the society
which it inhabits. The universal parts of man are gone; he
exists now as a being having only (definite functions in his re-
lation to his society, Hemingway violates this doctrine,
Functionalists say; his characters are universal drunks and
whores who function automatic to themselves and not to their
times. T.S. Eliot retreats to the opposite pole, it is
charged, to the abstract of God and metaphysics totally with-
out considerationof the society in which they move. By that
Func tionalism demands a relative, not an absolute God! To
them normative criticism becomes defunct as unrelated to
changing values. Unlike the sociological movement, Function-
•
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alism doss not admit Society as the protagonist in art, but re-
gards it merely as an indispensable norm to expression of indiv-
idual actions and ideas.
It is a more advanced group than the sociological, by the
fact that Functionalism stresses literary criticism rather than
merely the hollow emphasis of sociology as a complete philoso-
phy. Where the sociological attitude appears to exist merely
as a periodic ideal, Functionalism really threatens to leave a
permanent mark on inner literary analysis. Particularly in
view to appreciation of contemporary writings, it advocates and
in a great way defends its authors by explaining that aesthetic
experiences are describable only in their own terms and that
there is in no sense any one particular objective form of poetic
or dramatic beauty. 4 But considered in one of its more abstract
essentials, Functionalism agrees nearly verbatim with sociolog-
ical criticism on the importance of retaining the social atti-
tude. As a form of literary criticism, Functionalism may and
perhaps will survive, but as a system of philosophy it falls in-
to the same major error as all sociological ideologies.
Very possibly Mary of Scotland or Elizabeth the Queen is
wholly without a social philosophy, yet both plays have meant
much to the theatre, Functionalism can scarcely have consid-
ered that Hamlet lay far outside the bawdy times of Elizabeth-
4 I.E. Richards: an article. Principles of Literary Criticism,
"The New Republic", March 1, 1939
•t
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anism, and that yet it la £ far //greater play than Jonson 1 s
tneir
comedies of n/umour,/// , written in tune with /// own social
day. Hamlet even then appealed more than Dekker, and still
does today. Haihlet as a character stands individually as Ham-
let, regardless of his time or nation; essentially he would he
no different in our days, or during Synge's in Ireland. Ander-
son's Mary, Queen of Scots would fail perhaps where Hamlet has
succeeded through centuries, hut as an Anderson characterizatior
not as a universal character. If this then is so, is society
today in any way unchanged in its theme of man, a fact which
even Ibsen recognized? An individual may exist changed in
means and locale to his spiritual goal, but he does not change
in his own essence, nor does the spirituality of the goal he
has docided upon change essentially.
But two plays of Anderson's are properly social dramas.
The struggle of society and individual occurs in each of the
plflywri crht' r histories and fantasies
r
but Winterset and The
VJingless Victory are plays of the social and nothing else. In
t.M<, n.haph^ thftn, TTTO SOCIAL PLAYS f these two alone. Winterset
and The Wingless Victory, will be discussed, although Key Lar-
go-top, falls here as a division of the SOCIAL, the Political.
As the social question involves itself in the histories and
fantasies, it will again be discussed there, but as of minor
importance
.
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1
Winterset is the storv of Mio Rnmp. &'n flj ammVrU g fc« aV onc -.
the injustice which executed his father, an Anarchist, as Mio
believes for a guiltless murder. As a child he had stood with
his mother on a hill overlooking the prison and seen the lights
there dim for a moment, knowing his father was that moment be-
ing electrocuted. Now Mio is a young man, burning still with
the conviction that the elder Romagna was guilty of a horrible
miscarriage of justice. It is Mio's aim now, as it has always
been his life, to take revenge on those who were guilty and
clear the Romagna stain. Evidence has only recently been
brought to light that perhaps Bartolomeo Romagna was guiltless
after all, and Mio, acting on it, has come to the New York
dock district and the miserable cellar-home of Garth Esdras, ani
important witness who was never called. A few hours before,
under the high bridge and in the squalor of the tenement dis-
trict he meets Miriamne, a young girl, with whom he falls im-
mediately in love.
The Hamlet theme now joins to it the sudden and eternal
love of a Romeo and Juliet hero and heroine. Prom here on
".'Vinterset is an odd combination of the two Shaksperean trag-
edies.
Leaving Miriamne, Mio finally confronts Garth who denies
any knowledge of the old crime. Actually Garth; a gangster,
Trock Estrella; and Shadow, his (Trock's) gunman are the guil-
i
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ty trio. Mio is bewildered to find at Garth's, Miriamne, Garth
sister. Into the scene enters Judge Gaunt. who presided at the
Romagna trial, a victim of amnesia partially and possessed now
with the obsession that perhaps he erred in his decision which
executed 3artolomeo Romagna. Mio is all the more convinced
when Garth appears frightened by this turn of affairs. Trock
Estrella, ring-leader in this thirteen-year old murder, comes
next to the Esdras' cellar, fresh from having shot Shadow, whoja
he believed was about to confess. Estrella skillfully manages
to calm Garth in spite of Mio's and Gaunt' s probing, when sud-
denly the bloody and horrible form of Shadow appears in the door
way, menacing Trock with a gun. Panic-stricken, Trock admits
everything, but Shadow falls dead before he can slay the evil
Trock. Now Trock is safe and quickly with Garth's help he con-
ceals the body of Shadow in a back room. Mio, knowing the truth
at last, but covered by Trock' s gun, is powerless to take action
and also fearful to% since Garth, Miriamne' s brother . is impli-
cated. Two policemen enter, seeking Gaunt who has been missing
Helpless now, since this new shock of finding he was wrong,
Gaunt is physically unable to substantiate Mio's story. At Mio's
frantic urging the policemen look for Shadow and find no body,
since Trock presumably dumped him out a rear window into the
river.
Trock leaves soon after the policemen and Gaunt have gone,
not daring now to slay Mio here in the tenement. Mio, torn be-
(
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tween his sense of justice to his father's name and love for
Miriamne, cannot decide what course he must follow. He leaves
bitterly, only to find himself trapped in the alley with Trock
waiting at the open end to kill him. Miriamne comes out to
Mio, the lovers are rejoined, and Mio knows now he has been
wrong in hating and that the ideal of happiness for which he
has been searching is not revenge, but love. Bill Garr, a
friend of Mio's and unknown as such to Trock, wanders into the
alley, but Mio camnot console himself to telling Carr the true
state of things, since that would necessitate Trock' s apprehen-
sion and the revenge gained which Mio has just decided against.
Instead, after Garr has gone, Mio tries to escape out a side-
alley, only to return, staggering, mortally wounded from Trock'
s
shots. Miriamne, unhappy that love for her should have caused
Mio's death, allows herself to be shot in the same way and re-
turning, she too. dies at Mio's side. The Hamlet beginning
ends curiouslv as a perfect model of modern Romeo and Juliet.
Eleanor Flexner charges V/interset as being "a failure to
excoriate social injustice," 5 since Mio in a final decision re-
fused to destroy Trock. But to Anderson, revenge is wrong,
and the triumph of a spiritual love furnishes a personal -rather
than the earlier desire for a social victory. As Mio says,
alone in the alley with Miriamne, Carr the last resort gone:
5 Eleanor Flexner: American Playwrights, 1918-1938
r•
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Oh God,
deliver me from the body of this d«ath
I've dragged behind me all these years.
I've groped long enough
through this everglades of old revenges -here
the road ends.
.
.
1 think I'm waking
from a long trauma of hate and fear and death
that's hemmed me from my birth.
It is this thought of victory in self which is incomprehensi-
ble to Miss Flexner. "Not at least to send Garr for help is
dramatically inexcusable," she reasons. For Carr would get
help, arrange to slay the waiting Trock, and so accomplish Mio'
end for revenge. It is a fantastic thought to socialism that
anyone would not want to cure social ills, especially with the
fine occasion the end of Winterset presented. This is not the
case, however. Murderers of Trock Estrella's kind deserve ev-
ery apprehension
,
but not through revenge wiich from Aristotle
to Hamlet connotes evil, not good. As kio explains, his want-
ing revenge has destroyed hope and love in anything; it is a
lust which has polluted all the good.
Esdras, Miriamne's father, speaking over the bodies of Mio
and Miriamne, repeats this triumph:
On this star,
in this hard star adventure, knowing not
what the fires mean to right and left, nor whether
a meaning was intended or presumed,
men can stand up, and look out blind, and say:
in all these turning lights I find no clue,
only a masterless night, and in my blood
no certain answer, yet in my blood my own,
yet is my heart a cry toward something dim
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in distance, which is higher than I am
and makes me emperor of the endless dark
even in seeking.
This is not the ignoble defeat of Odets' Golden Boy des-
troyed by society, but the victory-spiritual, although the
tragic flaw brings about Mio's material death. This tragic
flaw of wanting revenge is no flaw at all according to the soc
iological idea, but conversely virtue, to bring justice on an
unjust order of things. Aristotle may differ with Anderson
on the timing and almost violent orotaeonistical triumph of
Mio, but he would agree that the revenge which made Mio a sel-
fish, morbid youth is wrong and a justifiable cause of Mio's
downfall. In his last decision then, Anderson rightly change
Mlo from a sociological hero to an individual one.
But before discussing Mio, let us, for later convenience 1
,
sake, consider momentarily the figure of Judge Gaunt. Mad no
this lone tribune who sentenced Bartolomeo Romagna, because he,
Gaunt, has sought the truth, fearing he may have erred, discov-
ers that Trock Est re lis and not Romagna was guilty. "In spittle
of that," he tells Mio, "your father was a common laborer, a
confessed Anarchist, and even now -that the real truth is known-'
think what furor
would rock the state if the court then flatly said
all this was lies -must be reversed? It ! s better
as any judge can tell you, in such cases
holding the common good to be worth more
than small injustice, to let the record stand,
let one man die. For justice in the main
is governed by opinion.
.
.
A vendor of flail
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is not protected as a man might be-
who kept a market. I own I've sometime^ wished >
this was not so, hut it is.
Gaunt here is a subordinate tragic figure, fallen through his
complete desire to learn a truth already known. For Romagna,
innocent or not, died justifiably so far as Gaunt was concerned,
under the truth of existing so.cial injustice. Realization of
this fact is the triumphant note in Gaunt, although he loses his
m'nd to discover it -just as an act later Mio is to find the
fallacy of revenge to perish in his spiritual victory because of
it. The- social order is indeed unejtcoriated, but Anderson is
more concerned with the conflict of protagonist. He permits,
he does not cause that social injustice 'go hang'; here he mere-
ly examines the injustice as a truth affecting the metaphysical
halves of Gaunt and Mio. He does not see injustice as injus-
tice, which sociologically is the first truth, but its effect on
the individual. Anderson here in Winter set does violate a cer-
tain uncontradictable credo of Aristotle's, i.e., that evil
should in no way succeed. Trock and injustice are not brought
to their proper kn(W# and should be, r gardless of the fact that
Mio and Gaunt fulfill the tragic ideals of protagonist, just as
the spiritual good should always defeat evil-.
But Anderson has deliberately placed himself in a dilemma,
and this neglect of punishing evil is the less painful way of
being impaled on the horns. Mio has been acting in error un-
%#
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knowingly, always believing himself right in desiring revenge.
'•There has been no e trly evidence of a tragic flaw, since Mio
does not discover the truth of fevenge as evil until the very
end. He believes in revenge overwhelmingly, and when the truth
does come suddenly, a need for a tremendous opposition to it is
created. Under these new circumstances there can be no revenge
in any way, because since it had been presented throughout so
favorably , now it must become even more proportionately unfavor-
able . Exaltation follows as a necessary consequence from this
sudden, grave, and extremely delayed realization of the truth;
leaving the evil of Trock and society quite untouchable, since
revenge now has become so distasteful. Hamlet avoids this dif-
ficulty; he perishes with his revenge completed, and falls be-
cause of it. He has faced from the outset his error and real-
ized it as an error, yet by his tragic flaw he pursues it as
an inescapable necessity. His fall is predicted early, there
is no complication that breaks suddenly to deny the spirit he
has felt earlier. Hamlet falls gaining revenge, because the
two terms, falling and obtaining revenge, have not been made conj-
tradictory as they have with Mio. No evil is left in Hamlet ,
because the play was so constructed that all evil perished with
the fall of its protagonist. But Mio T s fall is simultaneous
with evil remaining, through Anflerson' s awkward plot construc-
tion.
Because of this violation of evil society disregarded, soc-
(
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iological criticism does have reason for protest, not because,
however, social injustice was unanswered, but that dramatic truth
erred.
Leaving this question, a further objection complains that
Mio deeides against revenge because it would harm. Miriamne '
s
brother Garth, implicated in the crime. How is this a greater
reason for Mio's decision than the cause of society furnishes?
For certainly the case of Garth as a motive for dismissing re-
venge is an inadequate one, since revenge is an inner, personal
thing demanding an inner, personal change in philosophy to
counteract it. Love for Miriamne is a motive detached from
the conflict proper; that is, in the protagonist's struggle, love
of another cannot change the entirely distinct, personal emotion)
that is vengeance. Love can prompt a change in revenge-philos-
ophy by giving one a faith and hope in self, and such it is that
occurs between Mio and Miriamne; not primarily, however, can it
be Mio's love for his sister which saves Garth. Anderson does,
however, suggest and too strongly that Mio is moved for love of
Miriamne rather than through love of her.
I've lost
my taste for revenge if it falls on you.
This as a motive, if the motive were no more (that is, having n
nothing of the spiritual), would be inadequate. But Anderson
must intend inner-motivated conviction when he has Mio say:
%•
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If I were a little older -if I knew
the things to say! I can only put out my hands
and give you back the faith you bring to me
by being what you are. Because to me
you are all hope and beauty and brightness drawn
across what's black and mean!
That is, Miriamne serves as a symbol for inner faith, and in
spite of Mio's cursing as he dies, the note of exaltation is
there; that from her he has learned all enterprise in the name
of revenge is wrong:
Oh God,
there might have been some easier way of it.
He is, however, despite this new despair that he is to die now
that he has found hope, content and resolute that revenge is no
longer ihe way. But the fact is that Anderson is tied to the
material slightly more than he might wish to believe of himself.;
He nseds exaltation in his protagonist, for fall is not enough
since the tragic flaw is revealed too late to justify mere col-
lapse, as in the case again of Hamlet . Speaking of the protag-
onist, Anderson says, "He must learn through suffering. In a
tragedy he suffers death itself as a consequence of his fault
or his attempt to correct it, but before he dies he has become
a nobler person because of his recognition of his fault and the
consequent alteration of his course of action. "6 Mio, however,
is less exalted by his discovery than might be expected. Instead.
6 Maxwell Anderson: Essence of Tragedy
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of complete, inner happiness he is dissatisfied that even in
reaching truth, he and Miriamne must "be separated. In other
words, the problem of the play has suddenly shifted from a Ham-
let to a Romeo and Juliet theme. The result is perilously
close to melodrama, by this last minute change in the protag-
onist. Even the good writing in Winterset fails to clear up
this suspicion that Mio's mortgage was paid off just in time.
This is a weakness of timing in Anderson' s theory, seen again
in Key Largo, his second most sociological poetic drama, where
hero King McCloud's chestnuts come off the fire during the last
few minutes of the play.
Of all the characters of the play, Miriamne and Esdras, hex
father, have caused next to Mio the most discussion, and licit-
ly for they are disconcerting. Obviously they both represent
the same idealism, Miriamne the concrete instance of it in in-
fecting Mio, Esdras the spirit of Love itself eulogizing ovwr
the bodies of the lovers. Neither character is as credible
as he or she might be, perhaps for the single reason that Mio
himself is too ideal to be affected by more idealism and yet
have that last entirely real. That is, Miriamne must be even
more idealistic than Mio to inspire him; but considering Mio's
high degree of poetic sensitivity, anything which comes as an
inspiration to him is almost too noble to be believed. Had
Anderson made of him a more prosy character, then Miriamne
would appear as a great and spiritual change. This unfortun-
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ately was not dofce, and though Mio becomes a more complex and
tragic figure because he was not checked somewhat, Miriamne and
^sdras suffer as characters^ and the fine spirit of truth they
represent becomes airy, rather than emotionally convincing. Miss
Flexner recognizes this impropriety and speaks of Judge Gaunt
as the most flesh-and-blood character in the play. And this,
it must be confessed, is true. The protagonist, Mio, is too
poetically visualized, he becomes aetherial gone spiritual
-and
this is a strong reason in Winterset for sympathizing with soci-
ological drama. For the sociological critic sees Winterset as
an example of idealistic drama, and cannot believe it. There is
justification for this in winterset
,
scorn of the spiritual mo-
tivating one, but the play is not a good example of true drama.
Winterset does possess truth of idea in considering the indiv-
idual above society, but its accidental revelations of that
truth are too often inadequate. The result is a nearness to
melodrama, rather than to drama. At best Anderson has written
a good play; Winterset has weaknesses and fallacies in its les-
ser truths. Potentially it is a great play; actually it is
merely good, considered in the light of all it could have done
and did not do.
2
The Wingless Victory
The Wingless Victory presents this idea of man versus so-
ciety more correct dramatically. Nathaniel Mc^ueston returns
*•
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from the ^outh seas with his Malay wife, the native Princess
Oparre, and their two half-breed children. The society of Sa-
lem in the 1800' s, Nathaniel's people, does not socially accept
them and forces Nathaniel to a decision. Rather than risk his
wealth and name, he plans to send Oparre away. Realizing his
love for Oparre, Nathaniel shortly discovers his mistake and
goes to the cabin of their ship, only to find she has slain the
children and is herself poisoned and dying. Actually there arc
two protagonists here, for as Nathaniel's flaw lay in his send-
ing Oparre away, tragedy comes to him with her death; just as in
the Medea from which the play derives its theme, Jason (and not
Medea who slays their children and escapes) is the protagonist.
Oparre, however, is meant as the chief figure of this drama.
Because she returns to a society which could never recognize
her, she is defeated, denied by her husband, and driven to her
tragic suicide. Here social injustice is a more justifiable
thing than in Winter set , as miscegenation is generally unac-
cepted. 7 Oparre' s flaw, seen early, is in combatting a lawful
society, and her defeat and death are logically and emotionally
creiible. Remebering Winter set , where injustice remains, what*
ever intolerance there is in the society of Salem, Oparre ne-
gates that by her vitriolic condemnation of the elders for their
7 31eanor Flexner (American Playwrights, 1918-1938) asks why,
if the question were racial, didn't Anderson chooae ratheip
a Civil War locale to stress his point. But that is ex-
actly why he did not, because^the racial question is a »
detached and unbiased one; 0pp$re falls through her own
^
flaw of remaining, not one of a prejudiced society.
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anti-Christian Christianity. As a result there is more satis-
fafction here that all evil has been defeated than there was in
the thought of Trock Estre^la free and court injustice a permi -
ted travesty. The Wingless Victory has no violation of evil
conquering even in a minor way, for the thought nrevails that
Salem ' r^ot what was cominer to it 1 through Onarre's oral barbs.
The elders had a lot less 'coming' since they were not entirely
wrong in outlawing Ooarre; nor was she olaced in Mo's final
dilemma (if Trock were destroyed, Mio would not be refraining
from revenge, i.e, the two terms are contrary) of being unable
to defeat her evil with her fall, since Onarre could and did
with satisfaction (though Ooarre fell, she defeated the elders
purpose of causing her fall in the name of Christianity when
she oroved they did it in the name of $6ft anti-Christianity.
This "^lay is more nearly Aristotelian, since Princess O^arre
early saw her fate and v^ent to it willingly, whereas Mio had
no inkling until the final scene that he must turn-about-face.
But is The Wingless Victory
,
though structurally a good
nlay, one of Anderson's best? First it must be understood
that the social influence in the nlay is scarcely that contem-
porary, realistic society of Winterset by which Mio fell. Com
taring TsTinterset and The Wingless Victory is to compare realisu
with romance, modern tragedy with ancient tragedy. For the
story of Nathaniel and the Princess Oparre is a variation of Euri-
I
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pides play of Medea
,
where the heroine, rejected "by husband
Jason, slays their children and escapes.
Society in The Wingless Victory is merely a modern op-
ponent for his Medea, Oparre -he has no desire to emphasize
society, but to make Oparre a more modern counterpart of Med-
ea. While Anderson tried to make compatiblepoetry and the
social struggle in Winter set
,
The Wingless Victory exists for
its story and its Princess Oparre. In fact the plot is takeji
almost without change from Joseph Hergesheimer
' s romance,
"Java Head".
But while The Wingless Vietory is structurally better
than Winter set
,
it is not the fine play that Winterset is of
poetic realism. Or, romance in this case is not so good as
realism. Regarding The Wingless Victory
,
everything has an
air of excessive gaudiness about it, from the characters themjf-
selves down to the stage details. Even in his realism Ander-
son has a flare for romanticism, and his choice of a romantic
theme becomes immediately over-indulgent suicide. Particu-
larly in the poetry Anderson becomes especially excessive
and verbose. Eleanor Flexner quite correctly calls it "for
the most part undistinguished, and some of it incredibly
bad. "8 Whatever the exaggerations of Winterset, they are
increased rather than corrected here in The Wingless Victory
,
8 Eleanor Flexner: American Playwrights , 1918-1958 A
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which unfortunately makes Anderson even less of a dramatist
than Yvinterset judged him.
3
The Question of Political Drama
No playwright has ever attempted to use the theme of
politics in serious drama. And this is correct enough,
for politics in itself has nothing representative of higher
struggle except insofar as it might represent a current
phase of society. Any political question is at best hypo-
thetical and offers no convincing refuge or conflict for a
sound protagonist. And though satire and farce have been
attracted to the expression of political views, these are
in no sense what is meant by serious drama.
Anderson, like all other playwrights, has recognized
this field of politics as barren and has built none of his
better plays on it. Knickerbocker Holiday , a musical com-
edy and the prose satire, Both Your Houses , do contain pol-
itical inferences, but these are not serious dramas so-
called. Musicals with a contemporary political flavor have
always had some effective success, particularly on the Amer-
ican stage. Morrie Ryskind' s Of Thee I Sing was a Pulitzer
Prize Play in 1932; George Kaufman recently wrote the mild-
ly satirical Farce, I'd Rather Be Right , amusing even its
subject, PDR, who reputedly howled at himself through^open-
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ing night. Politics belongs in drama, so long as the thea-
tre treating it is realized as not in its creative medium,
hut as a purgative agent for good fun, mild irritation, or
corrective anger. Politics is a superficial, mechanical
thing -not of man' s nature as society is, but a willed or
unwilled functioning body. It owes its origin to logic,
practice, and efficiency; there is nothing of man's ideals
or hopes, for it acts arbitrarily, that is -by man's choice,
not obligation.
Politics by its nature then, does not belong in serious
drama. If ^however, -jau .-tk^ -ev^frt that it loses any of its
obviousness,! i.e., functions off its nature, it needs soci-
oXj>;j,ff,fj- attention, since politics is an accident of socie-
ty. The most effective correction for any evil is satire,
for all evil weakens before comparison or inference. The
next step follows logically, that literature which includes
drama is the best medium for satire. 3y this then, drama
can permit politics, though only as satire ^which is not of
the essence of great, serious drama. If a political evil
becomes too great, as for example Trock Estrella no longer
representing poor city administration but social injustice,
it is then a sociological question. On the other hand, 100|
efficient politics, though extraordinary enough to be emo-
tionally stirring, is by its very nature a completely unemo-
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tional thing. Patriotism, which might seem to violate this
theory as being a spiritually moving thing, actually does not
arise out of a particular political belief, but is grounded
in the ideal of social Right in man to protect and maintain
any even minor thing which he believes contributes to the
fulfillment of his natural existence. Or to state this more
concisely, politics only when proved a social thing is of the
essence of man.
4
Key Largo
Before applying this controversy of politics in drama
to Key Largo , let us consider the play first in its more ob-
vious details of plot and characterization. The ugly head
of melodrama, suggested in Winter se
t
,
rears itself as prom-
inently here again in Key Largo . And again the source of
the trouble seems to lie in Anderson's theory of the Emotion-
al Discovery and the fact that it may be delayed "as late as
to the end of the final act."
King McCloud, believing that no honor or duty of right
is above living, has left his friends to die on a war- scarred
Spanish hill. He is captured by the Facist enemy, as he re-
lates later, and fights for them to save himself from execu-
tion, though he hates their cause. King returns to America
after the war and to Key Largo, one of the Florida islands,
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to tell the d'Alcalas, family of one of the boys in Spain,
that their son Victor died loyally and courageously for his
belief. McCloud is reduced now to a haunting depression
that he, King, ought too to have died in Spain and that he
lives now consequently dishonored and a coward. The d'Al-
calas, owners of a shanty Florida inn, are dominated as King
enters the scene by Murillo, a murderous racketeer who is
draining the hotel and its tourist trade with a crooked gam-
bling wheel. McCloud falls in love withthe dead Victor's
sister, Alegre, but Murillo wants her for himself and warns
McCloud away. Helpless now, McCloud, leader of the boys
who died fighting Franco and Facism, idealized in Victor's
letters, is soon reduced to serving as one of Murillo'
s
henchmen. King despises himself but he is morally weak to
rebel. Earlier a man has been slain and dumped into the
lagoon, a job obviously Murillo 1 s. Old d'Alcaia, Victor's
father, helps two Indian runaways from the road gang, who
in thanks before they flee dive for the weighted body and
float it up on a sandbar. It is d'Alcalas intention that
Murillo face his crime. But Gash, the Sheriff, is in Mu-
rillo' s hire and accuses King of the murder. King swears
his innocence, and Alegre to save him tells where the Indi-
ana are hiding. McCloud now is faced with dying innocently
as on Hill 4 in Spain or letting two others, even more help-
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less than Victor and the boys, die in his place. It is the
problem again that King faced in Spain, but this time he
does not falter. He pleads guilty, the Indians are freed,
and King, fearless now, threatens the terrified Murlllo with
a gun. One of the henchmenshoots McGloud who fires almost
simultaneously, killing Murillo. King is satisfied now to
die, he tells Alegre, Murillo is destroyed, and he (King) has
found honor and courage again.
The climax is one that has been wanting only too long.
Like Winter set , the protagonist's decision comes too late for
effective drama. Everything declines until that almost finafL
moment when the whole downgraph suddenly soars completely up-
ward. All the evil in the hero is counteracted in one
burst of good; that is, in an instant idealism conquers the
materialistic defeat of an entire play. The result is mat-
ter inconsistent in unity and balanceiwith the dramatic form.
The matter, credible enough, is unconvincing in its form.
Sociologically Anderson remains true to his theory that
so far as drama is concerned, society is not worth saving so
much as the individual. Unlike Mio, King did have the
chance of evening off his score, leaving none of his evil as
Romagna had done. In that regard Key Largo is the better
balanced play, but it contains less contemporary interest
and more long-winded idealisms than Winter set , important fac-
rt
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tors contributing to the fact that all in all Key Largo is
not a play to be n^imbered in Anderson' s progression as a
dramatist.
In the play Anderson appears to have made violations on
the question of politics in serious drama. King MCCloud
finally wins his 'spiritual wings' by defeating dishonor,
dogging him in the person of the social evil, Murillo. As an
individual King exercises his true nature by refusing spiritu-
ally to succumb to the racketeer. The existence of tragedy
here relies on the fact that spiritual honor was lost and is
recaptured; that is, that King as an individual overcomes his
society as once it had overcome him. It is understandable
enough, this act of the protagonist's raising himself above
his society by shooting Murillo, the personification of social
injustice; but was it society as Franco's armies which earliei
had defeated him? Murillo is clearly social injustice which
not for its sake must be remedied, but because it has spiritu-
ally defeated the protagonist. But is Franco a fair repre-
sentative of social injustice, destructive of spiritual honor:
or is he a political figure? Defeat of Hitlerism would con-
stitute a social victory and individual's triumph, because
Naziism has proved a matter of social wrong, capable of des-
troying personal homor. Stalin and Mussolini are less prob-
able but possible representatives of social injustice, by
<c
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which a spiritual ideal could he lost in retreat from them as
a destructive evil. But even the most extreme prejudice can
not say finally that Franco is a social menace to Spain and
that an ideal could he lose in failing to pppose him. He can
and may, hut ife is essentially important that as yet he has
not defiled society.
King McCloud suffered the loss of a political credo, hut
not an honor of his essence. This view of Franco political-
ly Anderson obviously meant as social, but the facfc oppose
that assumption. McCloud then is warped, and his final tri-
umph becomes only a political victory, since it is that which
he tries to regain.
The mistake was intended, but it is a mistake neverthe-
less, misinterpreting the nature "of man and politics. In his
historical plays, Anderson licitly substitutes politics for
society, since there is no society to Elizabeth or to Wash-
ington which is not political. In this, Anderson by attrib-
uting politics to be of the nature of society, in no way vi-
olates the political nature of things as essentially affect-
ing man. For politics is no longer politics as it was in
Key Largo , but society.
c
CHAPTER V
THE HISTORICAL PLAYS
Never have historical plays stood in the low regard that
they do today, a fact due no doubt to the belief that they
are intrinsic with the inappropriateness today of romantic
drama. "Drama is life, !T says Montrose J. Hoses, ^ and life
today finds little familiarity in Marlowe, Shakspere, or
Lyly. ATrend has Igone toward lessening of ideal and height-
ening of reality. As Fredrich Hebbel says in his "Tage-
bucker"
:
Historic plays that turn toward a past
which is wholly dead to the present, and
seek to resurrect that past, are to my mind,
testimonials of a thorough misunderstanding
of the art of drama andits purpose.
g
This in a relative sense is true. Tragic drama, at the same
time romantic drama, loses effectiveness in its elements of
pity and fear if the characters bear only some relationship
#o our present way of life. For romantic drama now has
become antiquated, since generally it has no social or con-
temporary i^.olications, so important to the conflict of life
today. Perhaps Irish Drama shows more clearly than any his-
1 Montrose J. Moses: American Dramatist s
Little, Brown; ooston, 1925
2 Ludwig Lewisohn: A Modern Book of Criticism ; extract from
Kobb c l *
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torical tracing the tendency of centuries away from romanti-
cism, since in Ireland the same movements were telescoped
into a period of but some thirty years, Yeats opened the
Irish Theatre in 1899, both offerings, The Countess Cathleen
and The Heather Field , romantic dramas. Lady Gregory intro-
duced comedy when the idealized spirit of the Iridh audiences
faltered; Synge offered the alternate rebellion of moral
ideal in poetic modernism. By 1910 Lennox Robinson and T.G.
Murray found their realism accepted, and only two years later
St. John Ervine established a commercial theatre and G.3.
Shaw bis socialistic drama. Sean O'Cas^y climaxed it final-
ly in 1924 and T 26 with his naturalism. Some of these
playwrights lost the truth of man in their changing ideas;
others kept it. But all the Irish Theatre recognized the
adaptation of play to changing time and circumstance.
Anderson in his Essence of Tragedy recognizes that ro-
mantic drama is an outmoded thing:
...the playwright must pluck from the air
about him a fable "which will be of immediate
interest to his time and hour... a certain
cleverness in striking a compromise between
the world about him and the world within has
characterized the work of the greatest as
well as the least successful playwrights.
5
Allardyce Nicholl substantiates this theory, when he remarks
that "since the drama is distinguished b^ the fact that it is
3 Maxwell Anderson: essence of Tragedy
1
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an art-form presented to an audience gathered together in one
place, the critic must be able to assess rightly the influ-
ence which such an audience has had on any individual play-
wright. "4
But it must be understood that the historical play is
not, as it is often believed, the same as romantic drama.
Realism can hold an historical theme, or socialism, or nat-
uralism, or even a kind of romantic realism, since through
these the historical play retains a pertinence to present
life. Orson belles' Uercury Theatre production of Shaks-
pere's Julius Caesar , for example, is an instance of
making the historical play effectively fi-c'inodem corudi'cions
Just what success Anderson has had in cutting the pattern of
the historical play from life today remains to be seen,
however.
1
ELIZABETH THE ggJEEg
The story of the lovers, Elizabeth and Essex, is a fam-
iliar one. Elizabeth, faced with the decision of sharing
her throne with Lord Essex, shows she is more queen than
woman when her pride sends Essex to his death. Though the
two, queen and lord, love each other, Elizabeth's ministers,
Cecil and Burghley, arrange that the pride of both should
separate them. Essex chooses to die rather than to live
4 Allardvce Nichollr The Theory ofl Drama ; Crowell ,N. Y. , 1935
<t
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with Elizabeth as her puppet-king.
Historical figures are always a problem to the author
seeking to portray them, since events and personalities are
already decided. lie must/ then, to arrive at anything of
art, mold them into reasonable facsimiles of literary people.
But he cannot change them beyond their already established
type, since he has deliberately chosen them as known person-
alities.
Elizabeth, we know authoritatively from Lytton Strach-
ey' s biography, loved and was loved by Essex. She was a
rash but clever woman, no intrigue ps below her, nor did sh€
ever try to conceal the fact that it was. There is suffic-
ient justification in the essential facts of Elisabeth and
Essex, and his dying in the Tower at her command, to accept
Anderson' s play straightly. Elizabeth and Essex v/ere of
equal temperaments, both proud, both unyielding. Whether a1
his death Elizabeth was moved visibly, and (as Anderson sug-
gests) for the rest of her life is theoretical. But this
assumption is necessary; since Elizabeth's life was so fillec
with episodes and intrigues, license must be taken for some
single finality. According to Strachey's version, the con-
flict between Essex and Raleigh which resulted in Essex's
fatal expedition to Ireland was accurate enough in Anderson.
The playwright did take license with Raleigh, picturing him
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as something of a fop, but this was a part of allowable dram-
atic technique, to play him off opposite the fiery Essex.
Strachey hints that there was little actual love on Essex's
part, but that theory is uncertain, and Anderson without es-
sential violation builds his drama on the existence of love.
But Anderson's version portrays Elizabeth as more than
a queen. She may cry out as a queen, denying Essex:
Why who am I
To stand here pattering with a rebel noble!
I am Elizabeth, daughter of a king,
The Queen of England, and you are my subject!
but it is as Essex's equal, woman to man, that she admits:
...I know now how it will be without you,
The sun will be empty and circle round an
empty earth. .
.
And I will be queen of emptiness and death.
It is no figure of the romantic historical drama who cries
to her lover:
Lord Essex
,
Take my kingdom, it is yours.
And it is as a selfish woman, not queen, that she finally
recants this decision. There is the feeling for Elizabeth,
not one of awe, beholding a great ruler, but one of pity for
an equal. As Lessing says, distinguishing between romantic
and modern historical tragedy:
iC
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The fortunes of those whose circumstan-
ces most resemble our own naturally pene-
trate most deeply into our hearts and if
we pity kings we pity them as human beings,
not as kings.
5
Anderson, then, has approached Elizabeth with every practical
truth he spoke of in his theory; that is, of modernizing her
as an historical figure.
Not content with the presentation of a 'real' historical
heroine, the playwright has made her conflict a modern one,
pride and social struggle. As a matter of fact, nearly ev-
ery sociological critic of Anderson found their first grounds
for ire in Elizabeth the <aeen . When Elizabeth realizes that
Cecil, her minister, has betrayed the chance of her love with
young Lord Essex, she cries:
It's your day, Cecil,
I daresay you know that. The snake in the
grass
endures, and those who are noble, free of
soul
,
valiant and admirable -they go down in their
prime,
always go down. .
.
...The snake mind is best-
One by one you outlast them, to the end
of time it will be so- the rats inherit the
earth.
To the sociological mind this passage obviously abandons man
to his society; unlike its own doctrine which says, 'Struggl<|
Never Abandon." In Elizabeth the *4ueen, the sociological
group says, there is no effort made to solve or suggest pan-
T F.M. Smith: Types oi world Tra&ttl^ ;ri ' bulluc IIull,N.Y« ,103
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acea; merely the same harsh condemnation of Suvorin in Gods
of the Lightning as he speaks to the Workers:
Uplifters you are, dreamers, reformers, think-
ing to make over the earth. I know you all and you
are fools -the earth is old. You will not make
him over. Man is old. You will not make him over.
...It has always been so. It will always be so.
Till you die. Till we all die. Till there is no
earth.
This apparently is the same philosophy as in Elizabeth ; that
society is evil and incutable. But between Gods of the
Lightning; and Eli zabeth the ^ueen is a whole new plane of
Anderson 1 s thinking. For each play is in a different stage
of the playwright' s thinking and writing. Whereas in Gods
Anderson believed no hop 3 existed for the individual, com-
pletely noble though the character might be /Elizabeth does
not succumb to the "rats" so innocently, for she falls not
through fate, but through her own tragic flaw.
Anderson is a Leftist to sociological drama in one play
for the sociological admits social progress with the fall
of the hero; and in the next he is a Rightist, suggesting
that though Elizabeth is overcome by society she might but
for her tragic flaw have won. On the face of it, perhaps,
there is no change -in both instances society overcomes the
individual. But the individual is not the same. In Gods
of the Lightning Mac and Capraro (Sacco and Vanzetti) fall
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utterly innocent as they are utterly hapless. Elizabeth is
neither '9 she has a flaw (her selfishness for the crown which
she is unwilling to share with Essex) which makes her guilty
in the sense of not being innocent, and hopeless in the fact
that she has selected her fate. In both cases Anderson is
aware of the individual as a theme superior to sociological
emphasis. "The rats do inherit the earth" because Elizabeth
chooses that, rather than to sacrifice pride to defeat them
withEssex at her side. Dramatically this play is better
balanced than Winterset or Key Largo .
Where an evil is left uncured and incurable in V in terse t|| ,
that of social justice escaping scot-free -Cecil and Burgh-
ley exist not incurable, for without her flaw of pride Eliz-
abeth could have overcome them. Nor for that matter uncurec
either, for Elizabeth will rule them now, though tragically
deprived of Essex's love. This tragedy is the converse of
Winterset -for Mio's tragedy lay in finding his goal and
being unable to remedy the ill which helped his downfall,
while Elizabeth did not achieve her goal but at the same tins
stands able to make the "inheriting rats" pay. Both charac-«
ters, Mio and Elizabeth, have dramatic flaws, but Elizabeth'
is suggested early and she has always known of it; Mio's
comes late and he never until the end is aware of it.
Elizabeth the Queen is more dramatically perfect, in fact no
other play of Anderson's seems as awkwardly conceived as
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Winter set
.
Elizabeth involves the social problem, handles
it fairly, modernly, and well dramatically.
It would seem, then, that Anderson is a better dramatist
when handling plays of minor social significance; that is,
if Winter set and Elizabeth the Queen compared is any indica-
tion. Anderson's historical plays generally involve criti-
cism of technique and form rather than that of dramatic phil
osophy, for all of them are built on the firm ground of Sliz
abeth the Queen and are even less liable than that play for
social discussion.
2
Might Over Taos
Night Over Taos
,
falling chronologically between Eliz-
abeth the Queen and Mary of Scotland t is distinctly a poorer
play. There is no logical explanation for this, except
perhaps that Anderson was trying to 'escape' from historical
plays of well known figures. Since Night Over Taos failed
so, Anderson returned again to an historical 'great 1 , Mary,
Queen of Scots, to find even a greater success than he had
had with Elizabeth the Queen .
Night Over Taos concerns the despot of Spanish New Mex-
ico in 1847, Pablo Montoya. Young America is expanding,
but Pablo refuses to submit to any form of puppet-rule,
though he realizes it will mean war and eventual defeat.
One of his sons, desiring to reign as an American Governor
i
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since Taos is doomed to fall, betrays Pablo's army and prea-
ches to the discontented populace of insurrection. For thaij,
Pablo, undaunted, kills his son. The other son, Felipe,
courageous, but believing in the cause of peace since Taos'
defeat is inevitable, loves the young girl Diana whom his
father intends to make his own wife. Discovering what he
believes to be treachery from his second son, Pablo plans to
slay him too, take Diana unwilling, and fight to the last
man to save Taos from the Americanoes.
Realizing his flaw of pride, Montoya submits, restores
Diana to Felipe, gives them his blessing, and knowing he is
to be deprived of his only joy, his kingdom, he commits sui-
cide. Obsolete to the only ideal he has held, the rule of
Taos, the dying Pablo admits he has been wrong:
...I was caught between
The old days and the new, and what I did
Would have been right once.
. .
.When I was young
and Taos was young with me...
They have been too proud,
Too proud -these Montoyas.
The play is noticeably one of sentimentality, rather
than the strength exhibited in Elizabeth the ^ueen . Pablo
is the only virile figure, and his complete change to ideal-
ism is no way premeditated. The charge, however, of Philip
Stevenson in "New Theatre" is somewhat exaggerated, though
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it is licitly grounded on this sudden turn-about of Montoya'
s
Stevenson says, "The Montoyas of decaying social orders do
not abdicate voluntarily." But after understanding the
limits to which Pablo is driven -his son having betrayed his
father, Pablo's slaying of him, the other son loving and
loved by Pablo's own choice of wife, Taos certain to fall-
there is more than just a king in Anderson's characteriza-
tion. It is not that Anderson has taken liberties with
Montoya, the ruler, but rather with Montoya, the man.
The almost helplessness of the play is seen in the fi-
nal speeches. Montoya has taken poison, Felipe and Diana
are by his side, loving him now but unable to help.
Felipe
If I could help you-
Diana
Or I.
(Curtain)
3
Mary of Scotland
Mary of Scotland , like Anderson's play of Elizabeth,
offers no variation of the accepted truth. History defends
Anderson's plotting of Elizabeth against Mary, her cousin;
the love of the protestant lord, Bothwell, for the Roman
6 Philip Stevenson in "New Theatre" Magazine, Sept. 1936 /i
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Catholic Mary; the weak anfl false Darnley, Mary's husband
through the treacherous plan of Elizabeth; the false charge
against Mary of adultery with^-Rizzio, her secretary, and his
unhappy murder. Finally Elizabeth brings Mary to the Tower
of London, where the Scotch queen spends the rest of her
days.
Mary, fallen through naivete, her armies and Bothwell's
crushed by Elizabeth, says to bothwell in her loneliness:
God help all women
Here in this world, and all men.
.
.
...and let all men and women
Drink deep of their happiness. It goes fast
And never comes again. Mine ^oes with you,
Youth, and the fund of dreams, and to lie
a while
Trusted, in arms you trust. We're alone, alone,
Alone- even while we lie there we're alone,
For it's false. It will end. Each one dies
alone.
Mary of Scotland is a story of the contrast of queens. Tender
hopeful Mary versus the conspiring and jealous Elizabeth.
As Mary's discovery is of her loneliness, Elizabeth finds:
I'M old by now
In shuffling tricks and the huckstering of souls
For lands and pensions. I learned to play it
young,
Must learn it or die. It's thus if you would
rule . .
.
...This is a queen's porridge
And however little stomach she has for it
A queen must eat it.

>I
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Actually the play is nearly flawless. The characters
of Bothwell and Mary are drawn with more sincere passion
than those of Elizabeth and Essex. Elizabeth herself is the
same proud woman of Elizabeth the Queen, with all the frustra-
tion and jealousy of a queen. When Elizabeth faces Mary in
the Tower, Mary refusing to surrender her kingdom, it is as
a queen that Elizabeth speaks, "By God, you shall suffer for
this, but slowly." But not as a queen at all that Mary an-
swers her:
...and that I can do. A woman
can do that.
Mary, the queen, has been vanquished by a queen; but the wo-
man, Elizabeth, is no match for Mary, the woman. The love of
Mary and Bothwell is a finely drawn thing, more sincere, more
hopeless than the love between Elizabeth and her lord Essex.
Anderson offers no other valid reason why Mary was per-
secuted by Elizabeth than one of intolerance and jealousy.
This should be enough. For such an attitude of negation of
virtue is necessary in the antagonist to further adv&nce the
cause of the protagonist. Elizabeth's intolerance is not
the decisive factor in Mary 1 s fall, however. The tragic
flaw must exist to prevent Mary being merely a 'fated' his-
torical figure; such a flaw exists in Mary's innocence and
trust as a queen, and not because (as some histories indicate )
<0
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she represented the worse side of the Catholic-Protestant
conflict. It is true enough that Elizabeth is not to be
taken as pure evil, for certainly her throne was threatened
by Mary, whether Mary intended it or nor, and England's faith
of Anglicanism was endangered for Elizabeth through Mary.
But the corresponding charge that Eleanor Flexner uses to
deny the whole play, namely -that Elizabeth was wholly guilt-
less in imprisoning Mary in the Tower through intrigue"7
,
that
charge is erroneous. For the historical truth is that Eliz-
abeth attacked the Queen of Scots most libelously, fearing
that she (Mary), rightful heir to the throne of England
(Elizabeth was the daughter of Henry VIII by Anne Boleyn,
Mary by Henry's first wife, divorced), might exercise that
right. Elizabeth is certainly a dark-grey, if not the pitch-
black character Anderson pictures her in. this play. Mary may
have had for Elizabeth threatening backgrounds, but as a per-
son she is one of the most respected and injured in history.
Her marriage with the weak Darnley, her innocence with Both-
well and Rizzio as Anderson presents them, are overwhelmingly
substantiated by history.
3
Valley Forge
Valley Forge is Anderson's one serious drama which is
not a tragedy. Washir|bon, its hero, realizing that Con-
7 Eleanor Flexner: American Playwrights, 1918-1958 /\
t
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gress is selling out to the British to close the war quick-
ly, loses faith in the whole cause of Independence. Only
through the spirit of his men, to which Anderson devotes ful-
ly two- thirds of the play, does Washington regain courage in
his ideal, later to be victorious in it. In despair, Vvash-
ington declares:
...There are probably more fools to the squarfe
inch in the Continental Congress than in the Contin-
ental
Army, and the percentage runs high in both.
...So far our government's as rotten as the sow-
belly it sends us.
In the face of defeat by Howe's army, Washington's army
stands ready to fight.
the forge was cold
that melted these fellows into steel -but steel
they are
shin^on declares. String, encouraged, as a great, practi
cal general, Washington faces his men:
And so wefee left
with some years of revolution on our hands.
The historical circumstances of the affair are true enough.
Washington's actual letter to Congress testifies that Valley
Forge was a "pest-hole of disease, prostitution, and com-
plete demoralization." Most of his soldiers were in rags
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and during those terrible months Washington saw all about
him "sickness, madness, starvation, and attempted desertion.
That out of Valley Forge came the spark of victory for Amer-
ican Independence is indisputably known.
Valley Forge as a play, however, is generally ineffec-
tive. Washington and the others stand out like so many
paper-men cut from the pages of an American history book.
Actually there is not enough historical license taken, for
as Aristotle has said, "Drama must be a representation, "9
implying that it is not to be the presentation that Valley
Forge offers. Freedley and Reeves in their new"History of
the Theatre" have this to day of the play: "...high regard
is a poor substitute for drama and the life of Washington,
like that of Lee, is a poor subject for playwrights, despite
the obviously dramatic episodss in the lives of both. 1'' 10
The sociological critics call this one of Anderson's
best plays, because it appears that since Washington was ex-
«*/ a
alted by his men, individual is spiritually subject to soc-
iety. But even with Washington presented here as a man, it
is difficult to consider him as such, and the impression re-
8 M. Lincoln Schuster , editor : Treasury of the World's
Great Letters ; Simon and Schuster, New York, 194U ^
9 Aristotle: Poetics A
10 Freedley and Reeves: History of the Theatre
%
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mains tnat Washington is an Ideal, rather than a raan. In
such an instance as that Anderson loses the case or the
characterization of Washington, but that was futile almost in
the very first place. The demand for dramatic material on
Washington lies in some episode from his private life, so
that Washington might appear more as a man than a spirit,
with/real, human emotions and conflicts. Anderson in some
measure perceived this when he introduced the extraneous and
trivial love affair of Washington and an extremely weak fe-
male character, Mary Phillips. The affair had no hearing or
the theme of the play and detracted^ rather than contributed
anything to Washington, the man.
Valley Forge is perhaps the least of Anderson's histor-
ical plays, since in it occurred nearly every flaw he had
previously taken pains to avoid.
4
The Masque of Kings
The plot of The Masque of Kings is a familiar and often
rehashed one. Prince Rudolph of Austria conspires to over-
throw his father's throne, since he believes Franz Joseph's
rule tyrannical. In addition to that, Mary Vetsera, the
profligate Rudolph's mistress, is outlawed by the court.
The dissipated prince, unwilling to wait until he ascends to
the throne, plots a conspiracy and wins. Only then does he
••
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realize that he must rule with all the iron of his father's
hand to defend the throne of the hated Hapsburgs and to estab
lish Vetsera as his queen. One of the two emotional reasons
for Rudolph's insurrection, that ofi social ideal, is cut
suddenly away from him. Prom Franz Joseph he learns that
Mary Vetsera was once in the emperor *s hire as a spy on Rud-
olph's profligacy. Discovering this is the crushing blow,
for now both his ends, reform and love, are gone. "Being un-
able now to go on that he has achieved his proximate end,
success of rebellion, constitutes Rudolph's tragic flaw. For
later, after Mary has been driven to suicide at Rudolph's
spurning of her, he admits to himself that he loved her and
that possibly he could have ruled successfully. The only al-
ternative now, too late in the other, is his own suicide.
As a play of social conflict, this is comfused. Was Ru-
dolph justified at all in having a mistress, or being the
profligate he was, is he presented as even potentially the
moral superior of kindly but stern old Franz Joseph? The
Masque of Kings is dramatically correct, in that Rudolph de-
feats himself through his own despair. 3ut are there the sym-
pathies of pity and fear, knowing his character from history?
It seems too evident that Anderson has made the mistake of
selecting an evil protagonist in Rudolph, as he makes the
mistake of selecting an already idealized Washington in
9t
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Valley Forge
.
Rudolph's flaw, Anderson Insists, lies in his
allowing himself to be stripped of all his faith in society
and the woman he loved. Or does he possess other flaws of
character which make this one seem negligible? That appears
to be the case, for The Masque of Kings has been unsuccessful
as a generally unconvincing play.
Of all Anderson's historical characters, Rudolph is pic-
tured historically more accurately than any figure in this
group. He fought his father, loved his mistress, and died
with her at Mayerling. Those are the known facts in the case
Minor parts of the intrigue, as for example Franz Joseph's
actual presence and conversation with Rudolph at Mayerling,
Are mere dramatic variations of the history. The Masque of
Kings reveals clearly how an historical figure as such makes
a poor protagonist. The danger here is not that Anderson
took license withyfche character, but that he did not.
Freedley and Reeves object to the play on the grounds
that "it solves no mystery," 11 and Anderson does engage him-
self in this difficulty. For Rudolph presents only one rea-
son for appearing as a protagonist, that of solving the May-
erling incident, since that has long been the key to his
whole final personality. Anderson's play is merely a repe-
tition of the circumstances surrounding the affair.
*•
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There is some confusion in the poetry of the play. When
Rudolph discovers Koinoff's treachery, he hisses succinctly:
It wasn't whispered, captain,
It's known
.
Yet the play generally is the most 'wordy' of any of Ander-
son's dramas. In successive speeches of 52, 15, 15 lines,
Rudolph rants on life and despair. George Jean Nathan says
that "the play halts sporadically with speeches, nay lectures
...Rudolph drowns with words the struggle of his drama. "1^
This verboseness is a weakness that Anderson does not often
repeat in his later plays, for here the effect is patently
one of crippling the action and overstuffing the emotion.
But the weakness of The Ma sque of Kings does not pre-
vent Elizabeth the Queen and Mary of Scotland from being re-
ally great dramatic offerings. Anderson throughout these
plays violates no historic truths; his characters are alive
and modern, their situations interesting. What worth these
plays have cannot be finally decided without considering An-
derson's poetry^ and theatre art, discussed in later chapters.
But they do thus far at least have much of the clarity,
scope, and nearness to perfect tragedy not found in The Wing -|
less Victory, Key Largo, or for that matter perhaps not even
in Winterset.
12 George Jean Nathan: Morning After the First Night
AAlf. Knupf, New York, 1 ft^R
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CHAPTER VI
THE PLAYS 0? FANTASY
As might "be expected there is nothing of whimsy or
fantasy in Anderson's tragedies, nor is there earlier in
his serious proletarian plays. fhimsy does occur in some
of his first social comedies, Saturday's Children and First
Flight for example, but these plays are scarcely of the
sort that could he called fantasy. In his later tragedies
Anderson recognizes no humour, though Valley Forge , a ser-
ious drama and not a tragedy, does portray the American
soldier of the Revolution as rather a .droll figure. How
then does this issue of fantasy in Anderson arise, since it
is not a common attribute to him? Namely because three of
his poetic dramas, to the exclusion of everything else, are
built almost entirely on fantasy.
But precisely what is the importance of fantasy in An-
derson, which totals exactly one-fourth of all his poetic
dramas? Only one of them, High Tor , is called a better
Anderson play. It becomes immediately apparent, then, that
fantasy is not a strong nor an emphasized quality of the
dramatist's writing, since The Star Wagon and Knickerbocker
Holiday , the other two of the three plays, were comparative
failures. Yet Anderson offers them in the group of his
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poetic dramas, which, though they do not affect his status
as a tragedian, do count in estimation of the playwright as
a poet dramatist.
Fantasy in Anderson does not mean the mysticism of
William Butler Yeats, the symbolic Maeterlinck play, nor the
realistic fantasy of Molnar's Liliom . Rather it is a qual-
ity which cannot he accurately placed as to type, for though
the plays have Anderson in common, they have not much else
of similarity. Knickerbocker Holiday employs fantasy as a
political comedy, High Tor is fantasy of purpose on a social
background, and The Star Wagon mere whimsy.
1
High Tor
High Tor this thesis spoke of earlier as being a social
play. Yet for what it is, a fantasy, High Tor cannot be
said to stir any more than a very minor social problem.
Van Dorn is an idealist living atop the mountain, High Tor,
in retreat from the industrial and economic evils of our so-
cial order. His mountain is on the block for commercial
gravel reasons, but Van will not sell, remaining true to his
idealism that Tor is symbolically the last refuge of the in-
dividual. Judith, his girl, deserts him finally because
she feels it is fanatical to be reduced to mere dreams. The
ghosts of the first Dutch settlers who came along this Hud-
*
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son River shore flit in and out, causing great consternatior
to the thoroughly crooked .Biggs and Skimmerhorn, bidders
for the mountain. But these Rip Van Winkler s are not all
romance, for they wait still expectantly as they have for
hundreds of years for a ghost ship to carry them away. 2ven
when Van falls in }.ove with Lise, a Dutch ghost-maiden, she
tells him that she too must go when their transport comes:
. . .we have clung
beyond our place and time, on into a world
unreal as sleep.
Idealism is not everything, cruel as that fact is. Lise
tells Judith reality must give something to dreamers to fine
the mean for both ofl them:
...and when you have him
love him a little better for your sake.
The boat does come and Lise goes, just as practicality enter
into every world of idealism. Van is content and Judith
loves him again, half-dreamer , half-realist. They will
sell High Tor and go away, Van and Judith decide, neither
into society no* to such a complete escape as Tor. The
score between individual and society is evened here, each
compromising with the other. But Anderson cannot restrain
a final blow for the individual. John, a dying Indian,
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asserts that
Nothing is made by men
but makes in the end good ruins.
On social grounds, this is Anderson's most uncontrover sial
play. He recognizes the social order of things, giants it
its place and yet sacrifices nothing of the idealistic.
There is no spiritual emotion here, for idealism is less
than that, but Anderson, satisfied, manages the balance much
more evenly. Winter set
, as wellas Key Largo . searching for
higher inner feeling, loses the true estimation of the mat-
erial elements which High Tor excellently retains.
Compensating as this play is -of the idealistic and thlb
social- it does not involve a highest emotion. For High
Tor is not constructed on the conflict of vital humanness.
It is a fantasy and an excellent one, it joins the individ-
ual and society quite as no other Anderson play has done;
yet it does this long- sought combining for amusement rather
than to reveal the fact as a thesis. Had Anderson combined
the effectiveness of society and individual(as he did in
High Tor ) withthe seriousness of Winterset , that play, potenj-
tially at least, would have been the playwright's highest
bid for great drama. As it is, the two plays, V inter set
and High Tor , are divorced as to nature, and Anderson for
his best play must write again.
•
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But both as a play and as a fantasy, High Tor is one
of Anderson' s best. This is due perhaps to the successful
relying of play on fantasy and fantasy on play. High Tor
,
as it has just been stated, is not primarily a social play,
yet the fantasy functions through society as the opponent
of the hero. Van Dorn gains his ideal freedom from envir-
onmental bonds; Lise and DeWitt, the Henri ck Hudson phan-
toms, the motivating cause. The note of fantasy in High
Tor depends to a great extent on its agreement with reality
or rather its seeming-agreement. Lise, a fantasy, is at
the same time a practical tempering of Van's ideal of reclu
siveness; the whimsical DeWitt is a ghost foiling the socia
forces of thee rooked Biggs and Skimmerhorn. It is a sort
of scale affair around the hero, Van Dorn, Lise balancing
up on one side (the individual) and DeWitt lightening the
other (the social). As Lise tempers the hero in one direc
tion, DeWitt moderates society to meet him. Both phantoms
are entirely credible, Lise representing the understanding
love that Judith is not. Or Lise might very well be not a
visible ghost at all, but the inner thoughts of the escapis
knowing-he-cannot-escape Van Dorn. Lise speaks to Van
after their first meeting:
Love me a little. Never put out your hand
to touch me, lest some magic in your blood
reach me, and I be nothing.
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Vvhen LIse goes finally, she leaves in Van the spirit of
self-under standing, and in Judith knowledge that love is a
game of sacrifice and help.
DeWitt, meanwhile^ has stuck the obnoxious Biggs with
h's partner Skimmerhorn into the crane of a steam shovel
and lowered them over a precipice. He is shot at harmless
ly by escaping bank robbers, suggestive of another phase of
social evil. Whereupon DeWitt very sensibly rescues their
money and tosses away the hundred dollar bank nots, saving
only the copper pennies to "purchase a new wig 1 ', for money
after all is for practical things. Society looks small
and pretty rid'culous next to DeWitt, just as Van is moder-
ated by the sensible, phantom Lise.
Everything turns out for the best. Lise and DeWitt
outlive their usefulness, leaving instead of themselves, as
they sail away, a spirit of understanding between ideal and
society. The bank robbers are apprehended, Biggs and
Skimmerhorn give Van Dorn a full price for High Tor, and
Van and Judith go off happily to a somewhat less reclusive
mountain. High Tor is not the fantasy of the often realis
tic iAliom, whose laughter comes as a freedom from painful
moments, but one of genuine ludicrosity. Nor is High Tor
the highly symbolic Pelleas and Melisande , for though Lise
and DeWitt are metaphors of things, they are so in an impll
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cit way, or can be taken not as metaphors at all and still
be amusing. There is none of the haunting memory of a
Yeats' play, but rather the feeling of an "interesting even-
ing". High Tor shows no particular adeptness with fantasy,
for Anderson succeeded only because he showed he could use
fantasy as a means to something else. The result was a
play neither exactly fantasy nor social. Lise and DeWitt
gave the playwright a social canvas for his play, just as
The Star Wagon later proved Anderson needed such a substan-
tial background on which to splash his particular colors of
fantasy.
2
The Star Wagon
The Star V*agon was the failure High Tor succeeded in
avoiding. Stephen Minch, at fifty, finds he perhaps did
his wife an injustice in marrying her. He builds a Time
Machine, returns to their early days of courtship and mar-
ries the 'othergirl'. Minch by the third act discovers he
did right originally in marrying his original wife Martha,
and that Hallie with whom he went swimming "in the altogeth-
er" and marries instead understands his meekness a lot less
Martha, too, he finds is unhappy after marrying the boy who
was later to be Hallie' s husband. So Stephen, returning
again to the real present, jams the Machine, and Martha,
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safe at home, discovers she has dreamed parallel with all
that happened to Stephen back there in the changed past.
Together again as man and wife, they greet each other now
with a new faith.
There are touches of fine nostalgia, as Stephen lying
again on the river bank finds withMartha
I'm falling for her again -I'm in love
with her all over again.
And again, together once more in the present, all the
doubted things settled now, Stephen reflects:
I never believed much in a golden city
back there in the choir; I don't believe it now.
But they were right about one thing,
the old probheta-
there is a holy city somewhere. A place
we hunt for, and go toward, all of us
trying
and none of us finding it.
The greatest change against The Star Wagon is that of
sentimentality and melodrama. The critics are severe
where earlier they were generous. Many insist that Ander
son has betrayed them in not offering this play as one in
his progression of dramatist. Clayton Hamilton calls it
"sheer hocus-pocus... the final scene is downright diabet
ic in its sweetness."-^ Eleanor Flexner offers the cool
comment that Anderson wrote the play "after the familiar
pattern of women's magazines." 2 This, more or less, is
u layton Hamilton: so xou're Ooing to WriteaPlay ~
2 Eleanor Flexner: American Playwrights. 1918-1936 *
•
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true. ?or Anderson began with a sick plot, and turned it
into the "best sentimental dramapossible. fie was gravely
vrong at the beginning, but he was no more errant at the
conclusion. The play is maudlin, but only because Ander-
son pointed himself that way. Time Machines outside of
pulp literature hold little entertainment, and certainly no
aesthetic interest. Stephen Minch fought a puny conflict
but came as near to emitting a mountain out of his mouse as
could be hoped.
As a fantasy, it is close to being, a 'wash-out 1 . There
is no longer magic in recapturing an old sentimental ideal,
for everything of that order falls today into an age of rid-
icule, even for being remotely close to mawkishness. Any
beauty the play has lies in direct experience, either before
or after the functioning of the Time Machine. Tie-up be-
tween the periods of actual reality and imagined actuality
are the unconvincing and faulty parts of the piece. Ander-
son offered the piece as deliberate fantasy, but because he
coalesces nothing withit as he did society and fantasy in
High Tor, the drama must rise or fall by fantasy,and it
falls. The Star Wagon is a play of sentimentality, skill-
fully written, but unable to conceal its natural maudlinity
As George Jean Nathan surges ts
.
The Star Wagon wins "the
Drama Critics' (1957) tin hoot-whistle. "3
3 George Jean Nathan in "Newsweek", October 11, 1937
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3
Knickerbocker Holida y
Anderson writes in his preface to the Knickerbocker Hoi
iday that "there has been a good deal of critical bewilder-
ment over the political opinions expressed in the play.' 1 As
it later proved, this hardly explained the consternation of
the play as a whole. For as a musical comedy, a type which
usually is satisfied with its own obviousness, Knickerbocker
Holiday proved disconcerting. Washington Irving, narrator,
introduces the play as something he is in the act of writing
and enters from time to time to tell the personae what they
must or must not do. The plot is amusing enough. Brom
Broeck, a young Dutchman living in New Amsterdam, is infec-
ted with the knowledge that he is an American and that Amer-
ica is a democratic country, which theory finds a conflict
in the amusing tyrant-governor, Pieter Stuyvesant.
After opening night the critics rushed to praise the
music, and not much else. For though Anderson introduced a
variety of hilarious incidents to have Democracy conquer and
Brom finally win his Tina -including the hanging of Brom
"the modern method now in vogue in England, by the stomach,"
and Jailer Schermerhorn pulling off Tina's skirts as she
boosts herself over a wall- the play itself is stiffly writ
ten. There are the typical bawdy lines, but Anderson, it
may be said to his credit, does not manage them very well.
1r
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Considering^ however, that he is writing for a musical, it
would have been better perhaps if he had been more skillfully
lewd, for suggestive domedy is very painful unless handled
well. His early Dutch settlers talk like Jewish merchants
and the lyrics of their songs resemble a Greek chorus to a
Stan Lupino stage hit. "Time" Magazine reports that "Ander-
son has contributed a Dutch cheese of a book, while composer
Weill...
^ gay, spirited, catchy tunes." 4 Grenville Vernon
in the "Commonweal" calls the libretto "distinctly elephan-
"5
tine; Stark Young in "The New Republic" says "the book is
flat." 6
But perhaps the greatest lapse is Anderson's choice of
theme. America and Americanism was certainly less vital in
1938 than it would be today; as a matter of fact patriotism
then was more of a joke than a reality. It is a safe
enough conjecture to make that Knickerbocker Holiday would be
a greater hit in these exaggerated times of patriotic unity,
certainly more at least than it was during the beginnings of
Americanism in '38.
As a political comedy Knickerbocker Holiday lacked much
4 "Time" Maeazine, October SI, 1938
5 Grenville^Vernon in the "Commonweal", Hovember 4, 1938
6 Stark Young in "The New Republic", November 9, 1938
<r
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of the relevancy of I'd Rather Be Right , or Pins and Needles .
Stuyvesant was only a vague resemblance of a Dictator, Brom
Broeck an unnecessarily American American. The whole fan-
tasy of Knickerbocker Holiday lies in this political illus-
ion of Brom and Stuyvesant and their times, which illusion
had too much of the naturally serious, dramatic Anderson.
The fallacy of fantasy in Anderson is concurrent with his
having written it, for fantasy by itself is immediately seen
as not his medium.
Anderson accomplished something with High Tor because
fantasy was used only partially; less in The Star Wagon be-
cause he usel it as a means to an end; and less still in
Knickerbocker Holiday which was fantasy for its own end.

CHAPTER VII
JOURNEY TO JERUSALEM
To judge any playwright fairly, his last work to-date
should be well considered. Not that he rises or falls fi-
nally by it, but assuming that every playwright writes in an
at least attempted progress, often much of the author's fu-
ture tendency can be foreseen. This is not so in every case,
but Journey to Jerusalem indicates certain obvious facts.
The play concerns Christ at twelve years of age, when he
first learns that he is to be the Messiah. As Anderson ex-
plains in his prologue, the young Christ found his destiny in
those troubled times just as man today in his search for
truth meets great outside conflict. Speaking of Jesus, whom
he calls Jeshua, the playwright says:
He came out of the ancient and Jewish culture,
out of a profound study of the great voices of His
r^ce, at a time when despair and unfaith had gripped
his own people, when the Roman empire, ruled by sen-
sualists and materialists, hung over a world of
doubting and cynical slave- states. He came at a time
much like our own in many ways, only further gone
into the abyss of despair and surrender.
1
It is Anderson again of the social without being sociologi-
cal; but here he retreats again into poetry and idealism to
1 Author's introduction to Journey to Jerusalem
f
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indicate social neeas. And again correctly he does it with
the individual. Without these ideals of culture and yearning,
Anderson says:
We look out on a cold and bleak Universe, a complex
of revolving forces throughout the sky, a complex of
revolving forces within matter, and ourselve? here
among these forces quite meaningless to ourselves or
to the universe; with no modesty except to oat our
quota of meals, sleep our quota of nights, and die
meaningless at the end of them. This is desnair.
"..ithout that explanation, Journey to Jerusalem would
not pertain at all perceptibly to our current order of things.
For it is highly imaginative and readily stands as such with-
out being the least metaphorical. Jeshua is met by the dying
prophet Ishmael who touches his hand and loo^s into his face
and knows Jeshua as the Messiah. Joyfully Ishmael exclaims
that "our wanting nears an end and those who live shall have
sight of him." Jeshua cannot believe that to him has been
entrusted the salvation of mankind. "'/there is my army,?" he
asks, and ishmael tells him he must conquer hearts by his word
and own actions. Fearfully Jeshua tells him he cannot, and
It is my mission to fill your soul
with a torment that will become
an exaltation-
because it.^your mission to torment
the earth and exalt it.
But tonight you will look with a child's eyes
into darkness
and not see beyond.
I
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Ishmael dies at the door of the temole protecting hiir., and
Jeshua nrays within and finds courage. He come s for th , subduej
with words the soldiers that suspect him and goes back to
Joseph and Miriam, to work humbly for his fathe~, for Jes-hwa »
s
£im~ cf going forth is not yet here.
The story is sincerely arid effectively fcoi&* Jeshua is
oramatically no more th-m a boy of twelve, his fir^t words in
the play are to ^iriam, a simple Yes, mother. His last act
going hack to Joseph's workbench to strengthen himselr for the
,;Ork.
Freedley and ^eeves speak of the poetry "as good as
2'
anything Anderson has done^' Grencille Vernon in the Common-
weal refers to it as "suffering in comparison with the poetry
3
of the New Testament." It is in any case written in the Bibli-
cal style; there is none of Oparre's bombast or Anderson's too
frequent exultant poetry. Seeing the money lenders in the
Temole, Jeshua tells his mother very simply that he does not
think that should be, pointing powerfully to the next time
recorded that Jeshua and tte changers meet. The tone is that
of the simple prose of the Bible, not so effective, but like i1
become siniDle beautiful poetry.
Journey to Jerusalem is the little changing Anderson:
society in idealization, here even more noetic-minded than be-
fore. Anderson strengthens his grip on poetry with this, but
1 Freedley ana Reeves: History of the Theatre /]
3 Grenville Vernon in the "commonweal for October 18, 1940
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his drama falls off. He did not intend it as a play of pure
spirit, as Yeats did in his Land of Heart's D e sire for exam-
ple, but Anderson's intention to further reconcile poetry
and idealization with modern drama fails him again. The plaf
had an extremely poor "run, and with it Anderson indicates he
is moving further away from sensibility to spirit. It is
astonishing that he should understand so well what must be
done to fuse poetic and modern thought, and miss the result
so finally.
cc
CHAPTER VIII
ANDERSON'S POETRY
The deepest barb in Anderson's side comes from the cri-
tics of his poetry. For credibly enough the widest chink
in the playwright's not too-tight fitting armor is his verse
inability. Regard how alike the objections are against An-
derson's poetry as a whole. Joseph Wood Krutch says, "It i
not so much poetry as something which sounds rather like it.
"Anderson is a glutton for poetic expression," fills in
George Jean Nathan. 2
The poetry of Winter set Eleanor Flexner calls "undis-
tinguished, some of it incredibly bad." 3
"Anderson is loose, overstrained, as if trying desper-
ately to be poetic." 4 This is John Gassner, who, though he
understands and appreciates all Anderson is doing with poet-
ry, feels no more elevated by it than that.
John Mason Brown even goes to the trouble of actually
repeating himself when in two separate and disconnected vol-
umes he speaks of Anderson's verse** "more contemplative than
dramatic. "^
1 Joseph Wood Krutch: American Drama Since 1918
2 George Jean Nathan: Morning After the First Night
3 Eleanor Flexner: American Playwrights, 1918-1958
4 John Gassner: Masters of the Drama
5 John Mason Brown: Broadway in Review and Two on the Aisle
W.W. Norton Co., New York, 1940 and 1938
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This procedure of criticism is not so unfair objectively
as it might seem. For not only does every critic of Ander-
son rebuke more than compliment him for his poetry, but from
the direct evidence of his poetry this fact seems true.
Why is this? Anderson is a poet of dramatic bombast,
perhaps because he believes so fervently and officially in
it. At all times of stress we think and act poetically, he
says, and believing in the power of this, his plays are
filled withes tress, or automatic-poetry moments. The result
is a continued, not always moderated poetry, for the greater
the stress moment, the more enthusiastic the poetry.
Oparre, alnne the first night in her new Salem home,
prays to her gods:
Dark oracles of heaven,
that blaze and burn, svung by an unseen hand,
forgive me if I give my god no name. .
.
...if a gift is destined
for me alone in years to come, withhold it,
take it again, and pour on that bright head
I pillow in the night whatever meed
has been reserved for me.
Exactly what does all this signify, even excusing the incon-
tinuity of the passage.' More of Anderson's "confusing poet-
ry with decorative rather than essential expression," as
Archibald MacLeish says. 6 Anderson writes romantic poetry
John Gasnner: Masters of the Drama
c
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for realistic plays, the effect naturally somewhat incongru-
ous. John Mason 3rown makes a note tothe effect that there
is a great difference between the restraint of the tragic
pattern and the fire of Anderson's writing. Of Anderson,
the theorist and doer, he says, !'They have not always been
on speaking yerms." r''
Mio Romagna speaks so eloquently that Anita Block ob-
jects that anyone who had spent only ?t two years in a Califor-
nia high school" could be quite so advanced. ^ This charge
of extra-eloquence may be true, but the objection itself is
a seriously false one. Joseph Wood Krutch says, almost as
if answering Miss Block directly, "The objection that gang-
S
sters don't speak verse 1% frivolous.
p
Qr no more so, he
adds, did the fourteen year old Juliet, or the barbarian gen-
eral Tamburlaine. But Mio, it is true enough, does speak
even out of the poetic drama vernacular in his lyric inten-
sity. Alone with Miriamne in the alley, hoping they two
might escape, he cries:
Now all you silent powers
that mkke the sleet and dark, and never yet
have spoke, give us a sign, let the throw be ours
this once, on this longest night, when the winter
sets
John Mason Brown: Broadway in Review
Anita Block: The Changing World in Plays and Theatre
Joseph Wood Krutch: American Drama Since 1918
7
8
9
A
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his foot on the threshold leading up to spring
and enters with remembered cold- let fall
some mercy with the rain. We are two lovers
here in your night, and we wish to live.
Anderson, in trying to escape from the old blank verse and
heroic couplet form, has gone somwwhat too lyric in his sub-
stitution. Occasionally in more natural lyric moments of
reflection he does handle the poetry well. But for direct
psychological speeches, a feeling of words rather than a
clarity of thought prevails. The result is Anderson failing
to write "different poetry for different parts of the play"
as Aristotle advises, for Anderson's retreat seems exclusive-
ly to verboseness. The only other kind of poetry for Ander-
son is prose written in verse form; the gap between them is
enormous, that of romantic poetry and realistic prose.
Edmund Wilson in an article on Anderson in "The New Re-
public", Prize Winning Blank Verse
,
says that poetry "no
longer has any relation whatever to the language and tempo
of our timss... it is a flavorless imagery which was growing
trite in our grandfather's time." 10 Apparently Wilson is
not speaking of blank verse versus new poetry, but of blank
verse meaning all of dramatic poetry, since he considers An-
derson a "prize winning blank verse" writer. Using Andersoi.
as a norm would logically lead tothis conclusion, poetry as
10 Edmund Wilson in "The New Republic", June 23, 1957
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a "flavorless imagery", but it is A's poetry here and not
poetry itself which is objectively awry.
How justified is Wilson in this blanket accusation?
Montrose J. MOses quotes H. Arthur Jones as saying, "Realism
is only justifiable when there is a spiritual beauty beyond.
Poetry is the means of arriving at this beauty, Moses contin-
ues. Not that poetry is enough for drama, for drama is not
mere abstract beauty. But great poetic drama is the theatre
hope. "It will not come from the poet lacking the dramatic
sense, but of the dramatist with poetic impulse," says Jones.1.
Anderson is that, the dramatist with impulse in poetry.
In some measure that explains why he is more successful than
the earlier American poetic dramatists, William Ellery Leo-
nard, Josephine Preston Peabody, and T.B. Aldrich, who were
all primarily poets. Even the later T.S. Eliot and Archi-
bald MacLeish, who are fine poets, had little success in the
theatre with their respective Murderin the Cathedral and
Panic
.
But regardless of whatever poetic feeling Anderson has,
it is noticeable that he carries it less regally than he does
his playwright's instinct. Besides verbosity and moments of
prose in his poetry, Anderson shows another weak tendency.
His figures occasionally are downright sick: "it's raining
gold outside," Faith tells Nathaniel in The Wingless Victory ;
11 Montrose J. Moses: Ameri can Dramatists ; Little, Brown;Bos.
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or Oparre, speaking of her Malay costume, calls it her "Malay
chrysalis"; or the figure of "gold coined in a sunset". These
resemble only too much the poor poetry of First Flight :
Jackson leaving Charity recites, "And if I leave you now,
you'll belong to me always, above me white and shining for-
ever." These are minor flaws in Anderson, but gaping when
they are ranted from a stage-floor, Less frequently he uses
words like 'trauma' and 'cicatrice', violating Emerson's
approved principle that "the problem of the poet is to unite
freedom with precision... pick the simple rather than the
pedantic word."-^ But at that it is astonishing that Ander-
son is not In this difficulty more often, for though his
speeches are confusing and elaborate, it is arrangement and
rarely ever the particular choice of words that makes him
confusing.
He writes effectively and at times beautifully. Some o|"
the passages quoted in the earlier chapters suggest that
stFQngly. Consider this, for example, as an effective poeti
rendition of a distasteful subject. Oparre, mourning over
her betrayal and intended suicide, speaks to her native ser-
vant, Toala, of the children:
And we must wake and feed them
that they may live, after I am dead, live out
their lives in the brothel^ of the East- the place
oreoared for half breeds. Take between their^
12 Charles Howell Foster: Emerson's Theory of Poetry
Midi flnfl House
T
Iowa . T9Ty
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the sewage of old oriental kingdoms
for a little silver. Smiling among the bells,
quick with disease, till they too die, and make
an end of all our love.
Mary of Sco tland is perhaps Anderson f s best play, because
his poetry here is better united v/ith his usual excellent
theatre sense than in any other. In fact this play is so
quietly flawless that any other phase of it than its verse
form stifles critical discussion. But in the historical e-
pisode of Mary and Bothwell, her marriage to Darnley, false-
ly accused affair with Rizzio, and the final scene of Eliza-
beth and Mary in the Tower there is a wealth and an accom-
plished use of versifying, Rizzio dead, Darnley proved weak
and false, Mary realizes now it is too late for her ever to
find happiness with Bothwell;
...It's as ifl a queen should stand
High up, at the head of a stair -I see this now
As in a dream -and she in her flream should step
Prom level to level downward, all this while
knowing
She should mount and not descend -till at last
she walks
An outcast in the courtyard -bayed at by dogs
That were her hunters -walks there in harsh
morning
And the dream's done.
Their love, Mary says to Bothwell, is as an "aching fire be-
tween us, fire that should take hold and burn down all the
marches of the west and make us great or slay us." Re-
11
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fusing finally to sign her kingdom away, Mary tells Eliza-
beth with resolute fire:
Come, turn the key. I have a hell
For you in mind, where you will burn and feel it,
Live where you like, and softly.
Though Elizabeth and Mary never met actually, Anderson's las
scene is a passioned picture of what must have been in their
hearts. Mary's love with Bothwell is warmer than Essex and
Elizabeth, greatly through the magic of Anderson's verse.
Mary is the tragic woman and queen; Elizabeth's fall has a
coldness of her personality about it.
George Jean Nathan, even when remembering that "his ear
is so entranced his critical eye must keep doubly awake,"
"prefers Anderson's plays to any other." 15 John Mason Brow
calls Anderson's verse "sonorous, alive with modern idioms.,
beautiful and welcome... stirs the emotions in a way no
prose, however eloquent, can hope to do. "14 Yet this same
critic says Anderson is "windy and pretentious... pedestri-
an;" Nathan addresses an article to Anderson, "May I Ask
That You State Brief ly. .. "15
For Anderson is that kind of a poet. Nathan quotes
several lyric passages from Winter set t then places beside it
13 George Jean Nathan: Morning After the First Night
14 John Mason Brown: Two on the Aisle
15 George Jean Nathan: Morning After the First. Night
i(
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this speech from High Tor
,
referring to it as "sheer bosh."
One night
pop and me sat in a poker game
in Nanuet and took twenty seven dollars
out of town. Next day they couldn't do business,
the place was clean.
Or what, he asks, exactly is the point of this passage from
the final scene in Hiafe Tor:
Nothing is made by men
but makes in the end good ruins.
"It sounds impressive, but what does it mean?" asks Nathan.-^
There is a platitudinous quality about it, reminiscent of
The Buccaneer
, when Morgan tosses away his glove to have his
proud Spanish lover step out of the crowd, returning it and
herself to him. Certainly the Indian's dying words of
"good ruins" is the sentimentalist again, a poorer phase of
Anderson that insists on continually reappearing.
Anderson's theory asks that "poetry be used to convey
emotion, prose information." As a result his plays are a
curious mixture of form, intermingling poetry and prose.
That is reasonable enough, except that too often his prose
sounds like poetry, and at times his poetry becomes dispir-
ited narrative.
16 George Jean Nathan: Morning After the First Night
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When Nathaniel finds the children dead, his poetic stre
breaks into the harshest prose:
Damn you! What right
had you to kill the children?
he asks Oparre; while Mio at a very insignificant moment
poetically annoys the Irish cop in the alley:
They pluck them fresh from Ireland
and a paucity of headpiece
is a pri^e requisite.
Apparently these differences are unintentional in Ander
son, but they destroy his dramatic worth nevertheless. As a
poet alone he would scarcely survive. His dramas are ade-
quate for his poetry, but the converse certainly does not
hold. When in Journey to Jerusalem Anderson betters his
poetry very noticeably, his drama, intended t<b be signifi-
cant socially, falters. Always he appears to have that dif
ficulty, of successfully matching his matter and forgi. His
future success probably will lie in acclimating his poetry
finally to the modern play matter he tells.

CHAPTER IX
ANDERSON'S THEATRE ART
In every modern play thei^e lies the gap between writing
and producing. For life today has a newer meaning in its
accidentals than with the Greeks or Shakspere. Art has ar-
rived out of its simple stage with significance in color and
line, just as Raphael improved on the earlier Era Angelico.
There is environment and background in drama never before
considered as important, for though Sophocles did not suffer
as a playwright by showing against a hillside, or Shakspere
by mingling his heroic lines with the coarse cries from the
pit, certainly simplicity and romance become fuller things
with the stage mechanics of our modern theatre. Drama now
is no greater in its writing essence, but lighting and scen-
ery contribute indispensably to its production as an art.
If drama is to portray life, certainly conflict and vie
tory become more real if they arise out of a more accurate
interpretation of all that life is. Especially today, when
the material figures so prominently in the spiritual regard
of things, theatre as an art takes on a newer and more in-
volved meaning.
Anderson has succeeded as a playwright in our theatre,
one reason certainly in the way he has been 'produced'.
f#
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Direction, casting, and staging have even gone so far as to
supply Anderson with an appeal not intrinsic with his writ-
ing. That is not to say Jo Mielziner who has designed his
sets, or Guthrie McClintic who directs his plays have con-
cealed any of Anderson's poorer writing, but they have added
to and bolstered much of his demand for background and mood.
Joseph Wood Krutch describes Winter set ' s scenery and its
appropria teness
:
The curtain rose on a stage of somber but
breathtaking beauty. To the right the huge con-
crete pier of a bridge lifted itself sheer into
the darkness above, and to the left a sullen
block of tenements balanced the opposing mass,
m the remote gloom of these lower depths the
Golid foundation of th^ proud bridge seemed a
fitting monument to the dismal despair of the
tenements, and the fact added meaning to the
pure plastic beauty of the forms. Physically
and spiritually the foundations upon which the
city rests are seen from the perspective of
those who crawl about their bases, and it is not
often that the creative possibilities of stage
design have been so convincingly demonstrated.!
John Mason Brown calls the huge concrete scenery, stretching
off into space and dwarfing Mio and Miriamne who struggle at
its base, as "one of the finest backgrounds our contemporary
theatre has seen. It is a setting of great majesty and
beauty, full of strength and alive with a poetry of its own.
It is as simple, direct and impressive as one wishes the pla
1 Joseph Wood Krutch: American Drama Sin c e 1918
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.
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Anderson uses romantic rather than natural settings ;for
thcMgi his plays are those of a realist, his idealistic atti-
tude is never forgotten in its fusion with modern locale.
Mary of Scotland particularly emphasizes this, with warmth
of color in the checks and plaids, compared to the cool sol-
ids of the austerity of things in Elizabeth the i^ueen
. Lee
Simonson, in his book on theatre art, describes this serious-
ness in Elizabeth
,
in tune with her regal nature and unlike
the passioned warmth of Mary's court. Elizabeth and Essex
have just parted in the Tower, she to grief, he to his death:
The feerm of the scene was the lighting of its
final moment: Elizabeth, after Essex had descended
the trap door... was to be seen rigid on the throne
chair, like a bronze statue staring forever at her
fate. Over her head the light was to catch two ro-
yal red banners so that they hung like bloody fangs
in the gloom of dawn striking through turret windows.
...The room was an empty cylinder; four narrow windows
in an ascending line suggested the spiral ascent of
a tower. It was painted in greys and blues, for
the turret was to be shadowy withthe breath of ap-
proaching death. But a fine spatter of dull-red
paint was spread on just the portion of the wall be-
hind the throne chair, invisible until caught by the
final light of dawn. . . During the final colloquy the
light grew dimmer everywhere except in the snail
space where Essex and the queen played their farewells.
Just before they parted the blue of night through the
windows began to fade to a kind of dawn. As Essex
descended, the added light vanished with him, leaving
nothing more than a flickering candle. A faint tinge
of cold blue stole up the walls. The light through
the slits of window became brighter, almost red, and
as Elizabeth straightened in her chair the first shaft
of warm morning sunlight struck full upon her, turning
John Mason Brown: Broadway in ReviewTT-
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her to bronze and at the same time plucking thebanners out of the shadow, turning them into
bloody fangs that seemed to drip over the queen's
head as the curtain fell. -a;
After Anderson's earlier plays, Guthrie McClintic dired-
ted and produce! his remaining dramas exclusively. Eefgr-
rinS to The Wingless Victory
.
George Jean Nathan says, "Mc-
Clintic helped it immensely. ''4 All the verboseness of Opar-
re's speech seemed objectively true against the rich back-
ground of the ship-cabin's highly paneled walls, and as pur-
posely incongruous in the severity of the McQueston 3alem
home. Lighting played an important role here as it did in
Key Largo with the soldiers on Hill 4 bathed in a white spir-
itual light, just as the same lights were at a minimum for
the flitting shadows of Lise and DeWitt in High Tor .
Shakspere does not depend on Edwin Booth, Mansfield, nox|
Sir Henry Irving for his Hamlet ,and King Lear, but tiiese
greats certainly have added to his strength of playwrighting.
Anderson is as relatively fortunate by having the best of ou2
current American actors. Katharine Cornell is perhaps Amer-j
ica's greatest actress today; her Oparre at least was flaw-
a
less. Walter Huston, fresh from' triumph^ in Dodsworth finA -
O^frrrrrg-j did the best he could withKnickerbocker Holiday .
Listed among the peons of Night Over Taos was the name of -
3 Lee Simonson: The Stage is 5et ;Harcourt Brace, N.Y. ,193$
4 George Jean Nathan: Morning After the First Night A
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Burgess Meredith, who three years later was playing the lead
in Winterset and High Tor
,
both Critics' Award winners.
Freedle$ and Reeves describe him as "the greatest young actor
in our American Theatre. "5 Dudley Digges, Helen Hayes are
familiar and brilliant stage names. The young Hollywood
actor, Franchot Tone, had his first important role as one of
Pablo's sons in Night Over Taos
. After reviwwing Key Largo
unfavorably, John Mason Brown remarks:
One virtue beyond dispute Key Largo can
claim -its bringing of Paul Muni back to the
New York stage. Mr. Muni is a gifted and ex-
ceptional actor. He sets about playing Mr. An-
derson' s regenerated hero with a modesty matched
only by his brilliance. His is a memorable char-
acterization of a part which can hardly be called
tempting.
5
Direction, designing, casting; all these have been vital fac-
tors in enhancing Anderson's dramas. They cannot describe
accurately his entire worth as a dramatist, for though they
add aesthetically, they cannot diminish dramatic flaws.
Anderson has, however, managed through careful directiorj
and production as fine an art as our current theatre has
known. It is scarcely a final determining factor in estim-
ating him, but it is an important determinant of Anderson,
the whole dramatist.
5 Fre^dley and Reeves: History of the Theatre
6 John Mason Brown: Broadway in Review A
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CHAPTER X
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The case ef Maxwell Anderson, but for the summing up,
is closed. We have considered his poetic drama form in
all its aspects, from the objective truth of its philosophy
of man and drama to its quality as an Art. There have been
the kindlier, praiseworthy moments; there have been scolding
and denials.
The first charge presented, that of philosophy In the
case of the individual versus society, Anderson answered
gloriously. He is perhaps the sole dramatist today who can
clear himself cleanly of being sociological, or trivial in
his plays. He is the best example today of a practical re-
futation against the sociological or functional groups.
Anderson's conversion from the prose-satire form to that of
poetic drama was complete in philosophy as it was in tech-
nique
.
His Essence of Tragedy and Other Notes confused some-
what the principles of drama as set down by Aristotle (his
Emotional Discovery theory, for example), but on the whole
Anderson' s adaptation of the Poetics for modern drama " ras
superbly done.
In his grasp of the importance of the social in drama,
u 1
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Winter set and Key Largo were notable illustrations of the in
dividual in his conflict with society. At the same time,
Winterset was excessively idealistic, and with Key Largo
botched much of the strength of Anderson's theory as express
in Essence of Tragedy
. In short, a great difference showed
itself between Anderson in theory and Anderson in oractice.
The truth he reached in his tneory of man was but feebly de-
fended in its practical aspect, hxa plays.
Anderson's nistorical plays are undoubtedly his finest
group. There the romantic impulse which confused his plays
of social realism found solid and licit grounds for expres-
sion. Elizabeth the C^ueen and Mary of Scotland
, in spite
of their not be_ so close to today's Theatre as Winter set
,
are Anderson' s finest plays.
Fantasy is not his realm, a fact which Anderson seems
now to recognize. Fused with a material background, like
that of the social struggle, his fantasy has some strength.
High Tor is proof of that. Anderson's last play to date,
Journey to Jerusalem is not encouraging, since it indicates
that Anderson is pointing even more in the wrong direction,
to exaggerated idealism.
His theatre art is superb, his verse occasionally bril-
liant, but the playwright is awkward in combining his matter
and form, and at times his poetry is decidedly trifling and
(S
4
poor. In the American Theatre, Maxwell Anderson has come
the closest since O'Neill/ he is the closest now to great
drama.
Anderson is wise in theatre experience, but he is equal
ly old in years. Greatness comes to writers of Anderson's
kind, but Anderson himself still lacks the mastery of matter
and form, the flawlessness of matter and form, that makes
for immortality.
He has written good plays, he has done everything with
a fine sincerity and thoroughness. Whatever he writes
again, Anderson is a sterling playwright, he is even now a
landmark in .our American Theatre. More than that can only
be hoped for, that like Mio and King McGloud and Van Dorn
Anderson will someday achieve his ideal -for him, the
perfect play.
I-J
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ABSTRACT
The poetic drama of Maxwell Anderson involves "but one
phase of the playwright's writing. For "before Anderson
turned to the poetic drama form in 1950 with Elizabeth the
.'^ueen, he had written over a period of six years six prose
satires. In this first chronological group was What Price
3-lory, now a distinguished play in our American Theatre.
But by 1930 Anderson had fallen under the rule of the
Poetics. Aristotle's theory of drama and particularly his
philosophy of the individual changed Anderson suddenly from
a fair prose-satirist to a potentially 'great' dramatist.
For as all great playwrights from Aeschylus through Ibsen
had regarded man in his universal aspect, Anderson finally
turned from a sociological philosophy to the expression of
this objectively true fact, that the most important phase of
man Is not his social, nor political -but rather moral self
The Poetics of Aristotle Anderson 'stream-lined in his Essen
of Tragedy, an indispensable norm to judging Anderson in his
theory of man and drama.
The only serious change Anderson made in Aristotle was
to supply the importance of the social in the conflict of
the individual. Since Aristotle existed in times which
found few social disputes, there is a serious neglect of
•
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that phase of things in the Poetics
. Anderson has very ad-
equately supplied that lapse in his regard of the nature of
the individual's conflict. He has retained licitly Aristo
tl*b 'catharsis' (or purgation), 'mimesis' (or representa-
tion, for the audience's vicarious participation), and the
insistence on poetry as the sublimest form of art to match
the sublimest aspect of man, with which drama first con-
cerns itself, the moral. Anderson supplies one new phase
of things over Aristotle, that of the Emotional Discovery
of his protagonist, or final realization b^t he hero of his
tragic flaw. With this, Anderson commits his greatest
theoretical error. For whereas in Aristotle the protago-
nist early realizes his tragic flaw and proceeds to his
down-fall inevitably by will, Anderson's heroes do not re-
alize the erroc of their ways until the final scene, at
which time Anderson not only purges them but exalts them
for their discovery. The result of this in at least two
plays leads perilously close to melodrama.
Winters et is perhaps Anderson's most widely known play
As his play of most contemporary interest (it is a parallel
of the Sacco-Vanzetti affair), it is far from being the
playwright ' s dramatically best play. Mio Romagna, the her<
is an over-idealized specimen functioning in what is meant
to be a play of realism. The Emotional Discovery, when Mio
discovers revenge which has motivated all his previous
i
action is wrong, leads Winter set into an almost melodramatic
ending. To the Hamlet theme of fall through revenge Ander-
son has added a Borneo and Juliet conclusion^ /Che result is
a confused purgation, since both love and virtue tumble
through Mio's dramatic flaw. The poor timing of protago-
nastical realization of flaw occurs again in Key Largo
,
where King McCloud regains during the last minute of the
play the self-honor he has "been lacking through the first
two hours. The Wingle ss Victory
.
Anderson's version of the
Medea and the last of the three properly social plays, is
more nearly Aristotelian and avoids the error of Winter set
and Key Largo only to be inferior in its own way, through
excessive romanticism.
Chronologically Anderson's first plays were his histo-
ries. Undoubtedly they are his be3t group. The fear that
Elizabeth the ^,ueen and Mary of Scotland might contain pro-
portionately more of the exaggerated romanticism which mars
the social plays subsides at their reading. For Anderson
masterfully fuses the modern idea with the romance of the
historical. Night Over Taos , Valley Forge , and The Masque
of Kings are not the great plays that Elizabeth the ^ueen
and Mary of Scotland are, but at least they are dramatically
more perfect than any in Anderson's social or fantasy group.
Fantasy with Anderson is an experiment more than any-
thing else. In this group he has written three plays, High

Tor, The Star Wagon
,
and Knickerbocker Holiday . Of these
High Tor is the sole good play, perhaps "because in it the
playwright coalesced the material with his fantasy, since
the play has a high center of social implication. The Star
Wagon is patently sentimental; Knickerbocker Holiday a rathe
awkward libretto for a musical comedy of Pieter Stuyvesant
and democracy in America.
Anderson' s last-play to date is Journey to Jerusalem
,
a fair indication that he is deteriorating even further into
excessive idealism. With this drama Anderson is proceeding
more and more away from the practical sense of things he
reached in his histories. Some turn-about-face is in order.
Anderson's poetry is good and bad, brilliant and poor.
At times he is inclined to be 'wordy', too often as a matter
of fact to maintain the fine keel much of his poetry shows
he can do. However well or bombastic it sounds, close anal-
ysis proves clearly it is exclusively close to mere verbose-
ness. Like his dramatic technique, it needs bolstering.
In spite of the fact that the playwright's theatre art
is one of the most advanced of our times, in direction,
staging, and casting, cloying qualities in his dramatic
theory, presentation, and poetic form must be wholesomely
eradicated before Anderson can approach the 'great' drama
he so faithfully and sincerely seeks.
•6
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